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A CHRISTMAS DRAMA with music by LORRAINE and FRED POOLEY. Its setting is a cobblestone shop in France 100 years ago. The cast of four men, one woman, one child, narrator, and choir or mixed quartet portrays a touching biblical truth about giving. Performance time: approximately 30 minutes. Minimum of six copies required.
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75c

A NEW CHRISTMAS PAGEANT by ROWENA BACDOCK and OLIVE MCMORRIS. The extensive search of the wise men finds Christ not as a baby but as a lad of two years. Includes parts for 3 women, 14 men.
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75c

A NEW CHRISTMAS SERVICE BOOK compiled by GRACE RAMQUIST. Need an effective Christmas service preplanned and ready? Here's your answer! You'll find drama, scripture, narrative, pantomime, and music to challenge and involve a cross section of ages and talents. Titles of these four services are "Path of Peace," "Gift of Christmas," "Christmas in Living Pictures" and "I Wish I'd Been There."

MC-248

$1.00

A NEW COLLECTION OF CHRISTMAS PROGRAM IDEAS. Here GRACE RAMQUIST has gathered a selection of heretofore unpublished plays, readings, recitations, exercises, and songs for various age levels—kindergarten through adult. Use them as suggested or as supplemental aids to your own program. Either way, this material for worship will save hours of searching and planning. MC-128 75c

A MEMORABLE CHRISTMAS CANTATA by TOM FETTKE. Above the average choral presentation, yet performable by the average SATB church choir. Focuses on Jesus Christ as the Embodiment of Love, the Giver of True Joy, and the Prince of Peace. Performance time: approximately 40 minutes.

MC-26 : Choral Book $1.50

L-215 Stereo Album $5.98

L-215C Book/Album Combination $6.45

MU-215 Accompaniment Tape (piano/organ) $15.00

MC-265F Service Folder Package 100 for $3.50

EXAMINATION COPIES available to any program director or choir leader requesting them.

DECEIVE NOW. What Your Christmas Music and Program Needs Will Be and Have Ample Time for Rehearsals.

Your PUBLISHING HOUSE
The Care and Feeding of Evangelists

The people of our planet can become greatly concerned when they realize some form of life is threatened with extinction. They write letters, organize groups, pass laws, and publish articles about the endangered species. When such concern is not too late, the threat ends and life is preserved.

Today's holiness evangelist should be getting the same kind of concern as other "forms of life" which are threatened with extinction. He is the forgotten man of the ministry. His work takes him away from his home and family, and he is never in one place long enough to form lasting friendships. He is denied the joy of observing the fruits of his labors, for he must go quickly to other fields for whatever harvest may be gathered.

He has very little "ecclesiastical clout." He does not sit on denominational boards, is rarely nominated to serve as a college trustee, is not elected a delegate, nor given a stipend to attend conventions. He is ignored by some, criticized by others, and must at times feel about as lonely as anyone God has ever called to preach.

All this he can accept without complaint. After all, he is doing the work he believes to be God's will for his life. He is not afraid of adversity. God has chosen him for the task, and he loves it.

But he must be wondering what the future holds when he realizes there is a growing number of local churches who never plan a revival nor call an evangelist.

Could it be that his existence is threatened, and that he is today an endangered species among us? It is time to take a careful look at what is happening to the evangelist.

With proper "care and feeding," he can be saved.

As a beginning, we must get back to a genuine appreciation of the value of his work. We need special times of revival and evangelism. This is not in any way a denial of the exciting wave of interest in personal soul winning. Thank God for every Christian who has finally become aware that he is a witness! But personal and mass evangelism go together;
they do not compete with one another. To abandon either would be like attempting to fly with one wing.

We must not forget that “he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers” (Eph. 4:11). All are in this work for the perfecting of the saints (equipping them) for the work of the ministry. Evangelists are very much a part of it.

In a recent survey, an overwhelming majority of young men training for the ministry reported they were won to Christ in revivals, camp meetings, and special campaigns. Should we abandon a strategy that has worked so well?

Planning a campaign and calling an evangelist, of course, are not enough. Special mention from time to time will keep the importance of the campaign before the people. Special times of prayer should be set aside, and the evangelist should be informed that he is the object of the love and prayers of an expectant people. Can you imagine what this will do for his own faith as he makes his plans to come?

When he arrives, is made to feel the warmth of the welcome that awaits him. He is given a comfortable room where he can have times of privacy, prayer, preparation, rest, and study. He can perform his work at peak efficiency if he is housed adequately. The church is the loser—and souls may be lost—if he is cramped unnecessarily in his quarters.

Provide well in advance for the financial arrangements. Many churches find it profitable to set aside funds each month in an “evangelism budget,” so the full burden does not fall upon them at the time of revival.

Expenses of the revival, and a generous honorarium should be met without undue pressure on anyone. Set the amount of the evangelist’s offering with due consideration to the fact that he does not have any paid vacation, does not receive any salary when he is unable to work because of illness, does not have his home and the utility bills provided for him, and does not work at all during certain times of the year when churches never slate campaigns.

Some churches add the social security tax to the remuneration they pay him, and some send the evangelist a check at Christmas time. If each church he served during the year were to do so, what would happen to his morale and to his depleted personal funds?

Those wishing to take a further “step of love” might offer him the luxury of a telephone call home to his wife and family at church expense. His appreciation, when compared with the actual expense of such a gesture, would be unbelievable.

And what of the type of thoughtfulness demonstrated by Pastor Jerry White? When he learned from his evangelist, Rev. Chuck Milhuff, that the family pet had been killed by an automobile, he took the time to write to the Milhuff children (see p. 21). A 10-cent postage stamp and 10 minutes of time paid for an act of love that the Milhuff family will remember as long as they live.

God has blessed the holiness movement with some faithful evangelists. May their tribe increase. May more men be called and kept busy in this vital work. Their ministry must go on in spite of the neglect that could stamp them out and silence their voices forever.

To us, the present day is cause for discouragement and despair. But the conquering Christ is undisturbed, for His throne is established forever.

“He Shall Not . . . Be Discouraged”
(ISA. 42:4)

Discouragement seems to be the common lot of earth’s travelers, but Isaiah sang of one, the Messiah, who would not “be discouraged, till he have set judgment in the earth” (42:4).

The courage of the Messiah did not arise from the fact that He had had no setbacks and discouraging conditions to cope with. A cursory glance at His career reveals many moments of disappointment that would sink men in despair, but not this Man: “He shall not fail nor be discouraged.”

The first dark moment of His life known to us is when the great split came in the heavens, and a third of the angels fell, led by the wisest and brightest of all created beings. It must have been a heartbreaking experience for Christ to see one-third of the angelic host, created at His hand, turn in rebellion against Him and be “chained in darkness” until the final judgment day.

When every rebel had been brushed from the skies, life went on among the faithful. Then came the decision, “Let us make man.” The angelic creative venture had only partially succeeded. Would the man-venture turn out better or worse? Knowing the possibility of a fall, God devised a plan of redemption in advance. Alas! in midmorning the possible became reality; man had fallen. God’s children had disobeyed. Undiscouraged, the Lord set up the long line of redemptive process, and a few availed themselves of it. The masses did not. Fewer and fewer became saints, and the venture almost closed with despair: “The end of all flesh is come before me,” said God, but He was not discouraged. He had one family left, and brushing the others into the sea, He began again.

Through the dark ages He labored on to hold the faithful steadfast.

To us the word would be “discouraging,” but not to Him. He could see beyond the wreck. Then with high hopes Christ came among us—made in all things like us—revealing God in a more perfect way.

The results were limited. The multitudes came and went. Their choruses ran from “Hosanna . . . Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the
Lord" to the final, "Crucify him, crucify him."

He died in courage, and from His life-giving resurrection was born His Church. It flourished for a time, and then the deterioration set in. Before the death of the great Apostle Paul, false prophets and teachers had already infiltrated the group and led many astray. Even at the door stood "grievous wolves" who would not spare the flock.

Ages rolled by, and then the curtain was drawn from the future. The end period—and apostasy had enveloped the whole world—kingdoms were falling, thrones toppling, "men's hearts failing them for fear," and the dark clouds of judgment were rapidly descending. Still He was not discouraged. He knew that "a remnant" would be saved. Some would be snatched as brands from the burning and would not be lost.

We scan the whole, from the scene in heaven's rebellion to the end of all time, and think of the tragic loss. It could be that He has been viewing it as mountains of ore passing through the mills where the precious gold is refined and the piles of slag brushed out into darkness. We have been told that we have been chosen in "the furnace of affliction," and He may have been viewing the whole as a process of reclamation.

That He has harvested golden grain from the fields filled with tares, we know to be true. The gathered grain will be cause for everlasting joy, while the worthless tares so banished will bring no sense of sadness.

If it is still difficult for us to see why He will not be discouraged, we may gain understanding of His inner courage when we remember that the Hightest has promised Him ultimate triumph: "He must reign, till he hath put all enemies under his feet" (1 Cor. 15:25), and the promise is cause for courage.

To us, the present day is real cause for discouragement. In almost every country in the world, there is insurrection and uprisings. Authority is being ignored, and the rights of others trampled under foot. Powers of all description are being challenged—church, nation, state, country, city, home—and all other forces of law and order are being defied.

To us, these are the conditions bringing discouragement and threaten despair, but not to Him: "He shall not . . . be discouraged." He will set judgment on the earth. Rebellion will be crushed and the rebels banished. "For the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea" (Isa. 11:9). In this assurance, the Conqueror moves on amid the mad rush of anarchy. He is undisturbed by the tottering thrones for His is established forever. The ravages of the evil times do not dim His vision of the city He is preparing.

No discouragement for Him! He builds on in the serenity of his own heaven amid the grandeur of His own creation.

In thinking of Him, we must not forget our position in Him. It has been decreed that we are "heirs and joint heirs" with Him. We should share His hopes, feel His courage, be moved by His faith, and walk with Him amid the fast-crumbling civilizations of the day.

We are not left without warning concerning life's fading picture. He told us of the soon-coming night, and warned us that in the world we would have tribulation, but bade us be of good cheer, for He has overcome the world.

The outlook from His vantage point is gorgeous. Said He, "I am the first and the last." "I hold the keys." "There need be no fear—no anxiety: 'Be of good cheer.'"

To one, standing in the holocaust, He said, "Come up higher, and I will shew thee." That personal call to John is but typical of the call that will come to all: "Behold, the bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet him" (Matt. 25:6). Until then, "He shall not . . . be discouraged." Amen.

The Scandal of Division Street

NOT TOO LONG AGO OUR family went through the distractions and adjustments involved in moving. The new address is on Division Street. I prefer more romantic street names. I discovered that Division Street is even more divided than its name suggests. Opposite sides of the street are numbered with different series of numbers. On our side we are eight hundred, while across the way the houses are numbered in the six hundreds.

Calling a tradesman involves explaining to him about the division on Division Street. This causes many puzzled comments and questions. I don't know the answer and I don't feel responsible. But I am curious. However, no one seems to know why our side of the block doesn't correspond with the other side. The reasons have been lost from memory and one can only theorize. Why was our block divided and the next block numbered consistently?

The division is now more complicated than ever. A crew came around the other day and lettered our street numbers on the curb in gleaming fluorescent white. The division seems to be with us to stay. It is hard to retrace human steps and undo the miscalculations or misunderstandings of the past.

A walk down "Protestant Lane" reveals a multiplicity of numbering that has little rhyme or reason. Ecclesiastically, many of us have lived on the same street for a long time. We have grown accustomed to the varied numerals and shades of theological belief. To church people the multiplicity doesn't seem so bad. We have sung songs about our cozy beliefs and comfortable perpetuation of religious idiosyncrasies. Sometimes it is a bit disconcerting to discover that the people across the street aren't so different after all.

Basic beliefs are common.

The sad fact is that the people with whom we try to communicate about salvation's plan just cannot understand the variations on Protestant Lane. Our organizational numeral system has little reason to the uninitiated and the unconverted. Having not been catechized, they cannot comprehend why so many barriers are formed to the process of evangelism.

by
Harold R. Crosser
Pastor
The Wesleyan Church
Owosso, Mich.
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CALL TO SERVANTHOOD

C. S. COWLES, Pastor, Church of the Nazarene, Covina, Calif.

THE PASTOR DEALS WITH DAMAGED EMOTIONS

AND BEING IN AN AGONY, he prayed more earnestly; and his sweat became like great drops of blood (Luke 22:44, RSV).

He came up behind me quietly, as I visited with people after worship, let out a shriek, and jammed his two thumbs into my ribs. I jerked violently, and whirled on him. He was beside himself with mirth over my sudden discomfort. I was half beside myself with an avalanche of pastoral-like reactions. The deed had startled me. I felt my face begin to flush with embarrassment in front of all the people looking on. But my major emotion was one of stinging rage at our church's “village idiot,” who delighted in such pranks. A flood of appropriate responses rushed to my mind. But in a great exhibition of self control, I bit my tongue, responded to his hearty laughter with a sick smile, and passed it off in the spirit in which it was done—as a big joke.

But it was no joke with me. The incident ruined my dinner, as numerous less-than-pious thoughts crowded my brain. My stomach was knotted, my teeth were clenched, and my ribs were sore. I thought about calling him into my office and letting him have it right between the eyes. I considered possible texts for a biting sermon on proper regard for the person of God's man. For certain, I would ease him off the board and out of any official responsibility.

By that evening I was able to discuss it with my wife, and dramatically acted out the several possible ways I could respond. I overdid it to the point where it struck her funny. She began to laugh. This in turn made me further exaggerate my imaginary conversations with the irresponsible clot.

Soon I was laughing at myself too. With that natural discharge of tension, I was able to sleep—but not without an occasional quickening of breath in the week ahead whenever the incident came to mind.

Such an event—trivial indeed, when considering the gravity of some incidents which shock pastors—poses inevitable theological and spiritual problems for the conscientious pastor. We have lived so long with superlatives in terms of holiness theology that such naked raw human emotions are bound to create problems of guilt. How can a truly Spirit-filled pastor react so strongly and so automatically? From whence do these aggressive, destructive thoughts arise? Should not I have immediately embraced the jokester and thanked God that he had become the agent of testing and blessing to me?

Theologies of the Spirit-filled life tend to be docetic. They fail to take seriously the reality of genuine human emotionality. They seek to lift us to a heavenly place where human actions and reactions will fail to really touch us.

But the overwhelming evidence is to the contrary. Pastors are people first and foremost. When they are startled, they jump. When smitten, they smart. When pricked, they feel pain. When stabbed, they bleed. When rejected, they suffer.

Further, when the emotional wound is not properly treated, it may heal in a deficient manner, or it may not heal at all. It may become a putrid infection, a growing cancer. A pastor’s ministry may be crippled, or even prematurely cut short, under the impact of damaged emotions.

Let’s face it, the church is not only in a battle—it is the battlefield itself. Pastors, more often than not, are the ones upon whom the full weight of the struggle descends. Pastors sometimes suffer cruel and unspeakable injury. Or they may simply sink under the accumulated weight of disappointment after disappointment.

Jesus was not made of cast iron. He was flesh and blood. His emotions were real and tender. His capacity for well-directed rage was striking. But there in the Garden of Gethsemane His transparent emotionality became vividly visible. The agony which tore at His spirit so tightened the skin on His forehead, and so raised His blood pressure that blood oozed from His pores. This is an uncommon phenomenon, as doctors will confirm, and it certainly reflects an uncommon degree of emotional stress. Therefore, it is of vital importance to me to discover how He handled His ultimate emergency emotional crisis.

First, He acknowledged the reality of His problem. “Father, if thou art willing, remove this cup from me” (v. 42, RSV). Jesus faced the cup. He did not try to pretend that its bitter contents did not exist. Nor did He seek mystical flights of spiritual escape. The cup had come to Him, not by His choice or decision, but in the course of faithfully doing the Father’s will. He shrank from its implications. He would gladly have had the lion’s mouths stopped and the fiery furnace quenched. But no such miracle was to occur.

I find the Psalmist refreshing in the candid and unpostured way he reflects his feelings:

“Hold not thy peace, O God of my praise; for the mouth of the wicked and the mouth of the deceitful are opened against me: they have spoken against me with a lying tongue. They compassed about me about also with words of hatred: and they are come against me without a cause” (109:1-3).

What pastor has not felt this way about his opposition at times? But note the Psalmist’s reaction to those who are aligned against him:

“Set thine hand upon him! and let him be condemned: and let his prayer be refused. Let his children be foreigners: and let his wife be a widow. Let his children be continually vagabonds, and beg: let them seek their bread also out of their desolate places: and let there be none to extend mercy unto him: and let this be the reward of mine adversaries from the Lord, and of them that speak evil against my soul” (109:6-20).

The Psalmist’s first reaction to those that provoke him is just that—reaction: “Smash them, O God!” But after venting his anger, his frustration, his hostility, at some length, he finally falls breathless and spent before his Heavenly Father, and confesses psychosomatic disorders which
are all too familiar to those who have been shot at:

"I am poor and needy, and my heart is wounded within me. I am gone like the shadow when it declineth: I am tossed up and down as the locust. My knees are weak through fasting; and mylesh faieth of fatness" (vv. 22-24).

Finally, he prostrates himself before God and cries out with a kind of primeval wail: "Help me, O LORD my God: O save me according to thy mercy" (v. 26). Prostrate before the Lord, there is a cathartic discharge of dangerous emotions. Then comes the healing, soothing, restorative power of the Spirit. It is a different man who is able to close the psalm with the testimony: "I will greatly praise the LORD with my mouth. . . . For he shall stand at the right hand of the poor, to save him from those that condemn his soul" (vv. 30-31).

Do not try to draw me out into a theological debate over the Psalmist's aggressive reactions. Admittedly, they are not what they should be. If they were, then there would have been little need to pray such a prayer. It is precisely because he had a problem that he is driven to the point of such spiritual desperation.

I wouldn't venture to surmise God's attitude toward such an honest and open display of feeling. But I fail to see any indication, either here or elsewhere in the Scriptures, that our Heavenly Father cuts us off when we are emotionally distraught and perhaps given to a season of overreacting. But I do know that such potentially destructive feelings are less likely to do permanent damage—either to others or ourselves—when they are frankly faced and openly confessed in the place of prayer. Healing of troubled spirits begins at the point where we, like Jesus, pray the prayer of acknowledgement.

Second, Jesus prays the prayer of relinquishment. "... nevertheless, not my will but thine be done."

Catherine Marshall relates the story of her long bout with tuberculosis. It was after being bedridden for 15 months that she acknowledged her sinfulness, repented, confessed, made restitution, and received forgiveness by faith. A spiritual transformation overtook the electrical problem remained unchanged. She prayed unceasingly for healing. But it resulted in nothing.

One day a pamphlet was put into her hand that told the story of a missionary who had been an invalid for years. Finally, worn out with futile petition, she prayed a prayer of relinquishment. In effect, she told the Lord that she didn't care if she was sick for the rest of her life, just so long as she could continue to worship and adore Him. Within two weeks, according to the pamphlet, she was out of bed and completely well. Catherine Marshall records her reaction to this story:

"This made no sense to me. It seemed too pat. Yet I could not forget the story. On the morning of September fourteenth (how can I ever forget the date?) I came to the same point of abject acceptance. 'I'm tired of asking' was the burden of my prayer. 'I'm beaten, finished. God, You decide what you want me for the rest of my life. . . . Tears flowed. I had no faith as I understood faith. I expected nothing. The gift of my sick self was made with no trace of graciousness.

The result was as if windows had opened in heaven; as if some dynamic of heavenly power had begun flowing, flowing into me. From that moment my recovery began."

Gethsemane, Calvary, and the Cross have about them a dimension of ineffable divine mystery which forever lies beyond the range of human understanding. We grasp the day of resurrection and the triumph of faithfulness only by faith. Until then, there is no escape from the agony of spirit which always accompanies our personal Calvarees. But there is great relief, sweet assurance, and abundant confidence at the point of our total relinquishment. We lay our armor down, we quit fighting, we cease the struggle. "Nevertheless, not my will . . . ."

Third, Jesus prays the prayer of fulfillment. "Not my will, but thine be done." The prayer of relinquishment is not a spiritual cop-out; it is the highest declaration of faith. It is the positive expression of the soul in the dependability and certainty of God's will being done! Though I may not understand why it is that the Cross lies at the climax of faithfulness, I do understand that it all fits together in God's ultimate purposes. To see this, to sense this, to believe this, releases healing forces which can calm the troubled spirit and heal the broken heart.

Jesus went into the Garden of Gethsemane distraught, troubled, sorrowful. Jesus came out of the garden relieved, refreshed, and renewed in spirit.

Jesus set his face like a flint and walked straight ahead toward the accomplishment of His assignment. The fire grew hot, the battle raged, people all around began to fly apart. But through it all, Jesus walked with the steady eye, firm footsteps, and calm assurance of one in command. He was judged a criminal. Yet He carried himself with the regal bearing and royal dignity of a king.

Faith in ACTION

We Try Harder

By Floyd L. Schwanz*

I was in conversation again this morning about ministers' children who have the reputation of being undisciplined. Certainly an easy subject of conversation, through the years—"those preacher's kids." But however long the list of "exceptions" of godly ministers whose children have turned against God and the church, we should all be reminded that uncontrolled children are a shame upon our ministry.

"For a pastor must be a good man . . . ."

*Minister to Youth, First Church of the Nazarene, Pasadena, Calif.
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peace, patience, courtesy, gentleness, faith, goodness, and discipline—then where? If God is not able to meet the needs of family life, is the Sunday performance enough to make any difference?

It takes a lot of time to be a husband and father. Several friends of mine have asked how I have time for my family in such a busy schedule. And my answer has become more and more that I don’t just have time, I plan it. I simply reserve at least one night each week for my family. Then if I am sitting in a committee meeting somewhere, and future dates are considered which conflict with my family night, I respond that I have an appointment that night. Of course, if other nights are available for us, and no open ones for the group, our night can be shifted without much difficulty. Every Christian parent makes time for his family. But in the parsonage family—we try harder.

The atmosphere of a Christian home is more easily seen and felt than explained. And a great crowd of witnesses waits to see the evidence of our spoken words when they visit the parsonage or when we take our family to visit in their homes. God has called us to be ministers of His gospel, and a part of that calling seems to be to our own family. Every Christian parent makes sure his children learn to obey the Lord’s will in their lives and become productive citizens. But in the parsonage family—we try harder.

Another lesson I have been learning is that I am not the “Reverend” when I get home. I am “Daddy” and “Honey.” I want to be the spiritual leader, but not so authoritarian that I cannot be a real dad and companion. It takes a generous amount of old-fashioned honesty to break down the walls until my real self communicates with each one in my family in love. Being honest means I must be willing to say I’m sorry when I know I have been wrong. Christian parents should strive for complete openness and honesty with each other and their children: But in the parsonage—we try harder.

Not only do we train our children to be responsible for their behavior at home, school, church, and community, but we also have responsibility to teach concepts. Our children, perhaps above all others, need to know the scriptural principles we live by, and the reasons for the faith we treasure. A minister’s child will be called on more frequently for answers, and therefore needs to have solid, practical concepts.

Perhaps even more important, our children should be known above other Christians as young people who care, who really show deep love and concern for others—both older and younger. I cannot imagine a greater compliment to my ministry than to have my wife and children anxious to serve those needs which surround them. Of course, every Christian parent encourages attitudes and acts of love. But in the parsonage—we try harder.

Well, we do, don’t we?

THANKSGIVING
That fields have yielded ample store Of fruit and wheat and corn, That nights of restful blessedness Have followed each new morn; That flowers have blossomed by the paths That thread our working days That love has filled us with delight, We offer heartfelt praise.

Not only for the earth’s rich gifts, Strewn thick along our way, Her looks of constant loveliness, We thank our God today; But for the Spirit’s subtle growth, The higher, better part, The treasures gathered in the soul— The harvest of the heart.

—Author unknown

The Preacher’s Magazine

John Wesley on Sin

By Roy S. Nicholson*

John Wesley, the keen theologian and productive writer, left no volume of systematic theology for his followers. His teachings and conceptions are scattered throughout his voluminous works, especially in his Twenty-five Articles of Religion, his Standard Sermons, and his Explanatory Notes upon the New Testament. But a veritable host of theologians from Wesley’s day to the present have written much about what they interpret Wesley to have said, or intended to have been understood on particular subjects. Those who are interested in a careful analysis of divergent representations of Wesley’s views are referred to Robert C. Chiles’s Theological Transition in American Methodism: 1790-1935 (New York-Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1965). Chiles devotes especial attention to three areas of Wesley’s theology: revelation, sin, and grace.

A careful study of Wesley’s teachings concerning sin will clearly show that he makes definite distinctions between original sin and its manifestations in specific sins. Harold Lindstrom made this pertinent observation: “An investigation of his [Wesley’s] conception of sin should throw some light on the place and purport of sanctification in his theology” (Wesley and Sanctification, p. 19).

The fact of sin—both original or imputed sin and outward sin—Wesley held to be indispensable. He grounded his teaching on Scripture and reason. He considered “opinions” as mere “feathers, not worth the naming” (Works, XII, p. 478). One of his longest treatises is on Original Sin. Of its fact he was convinced, but as to “how it is transmitted,” he perceived that there were inscrutable mysteries connected with it. To one correspondent who had asserted that “there are but three opinions,” Wesley replied: “I care not if there were none. The fact I know, both by scripture and by experience. I know it is transmitted; but how it is transmitted I neither know nor desire to know.”

Wesley’s Definition of Sin

“Nothing is sin, strictly speaking, but a voluntary transgression of a known law of God. Therefore, every voluntary breach of the law of love is sin, and nothing else, if we speak properly. . . . There may

1. All references to Works are to The Works of John Wesley, Complete and Unabridged, A Reprint Classic (grand Rapids, Mich., Zondervan Publishing House.)
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be ten thousand wandering thoughts, and forgetful intervals, without any breach of love, though not without transgressing the Adamic law" (Works, XII, p. 304).

Wesley recognized that there was a difference between Adam's and conscionably willed acts, and involuntary acts and inadvertencies which did not violate the law of love. As a consequence of Adam's fall there were weaknesses in his posterity which prevented their perfect conformity to the nature Adam possessed prior to the Fall. (See Gen. 1:28-31; 2:15—3:24).

For this difference, as Wesley understood it, one is referred to his words in his parable of the fallen morning star, which, as we shall see, was taken from Christian Perfection, published soon after the Conference of 1759. Wesley here used his well-known method of questions and answers, and one of the questions was: "How can every thought, word, and work be governed by pure love, and the man be subject at the same time to ignorance and mistakes?" Wesley answered: "I see no contradiction here. Indeed, I do not expect to be freed from actual mistakes on account of my mortality. I believe this to be a natural consequence of the soul's dwelling in flesh and blood. For we cannot now think all, but by the mediation of those bodily organs. Thoughts on Christian Perfection, published soon after the Conference of 1759. Wesley here used his well-known method of questions and answers, and one of the questions was: "How can every thought, word, and work be governed by pure love, and the man be subject at the same time to ignorance and mistakes?" Wesley answered: "I see no contradiction here. Indeed, I do not expect to be freed from actual mistakes on account of my mortality. I believe this to be a natural consequence of the soul's dwelling in flesh and blood. For we cannot now think all, but by the mediation of those bodily organs. Thoughts on Christian Perfection, published soon after the Conference of 1759.

"Outward sin"
Wesley sounds a very positive and clear note on what he designates "outward sin," by which he means "sin, according to the plain, common acceptance of the word; an actual, voluntary transgression of the law, of the revealed, written law of God; of any commandment of God acknowledged to be such at the time that it is transgressed." In considering 1 John 3:9 in Sermon XIX, "The Great Privilege of Those That Are Born of God," he says: "Bless whosever is born of God, while he abideth in faith and love, and in the spirit of thanksgiving, not only doth not, but cannot, thus commit sin. So long as he thus believeth in God through Christ, and loves him, and is pouring out his heart before him, he cannot voluntarily transgress any command of God, either by speaking or acting what he knows God hath forbidden: So long that seed which remaineth in him, that loving, praying, faith and hope, doth not afraid, and so doth the one continual need of the man of Christ." He then immediately writes: "All men are liable to mistake, and that in practice as well as in judgment. But they do not know, or do not observe, that this is not sin, if love is the sole principle of action."

To the inference expressed that if men lived "without sin" they would "exclude the necessity of a Mediator," Wesley replied: "Far from it. The best of men still need Christ in His priestly office to be their Advocate, and their intercessor for their sins and shortcomings (as some not improperly speak), their mistakes in judgment and practice, and their defects of various kinds, for these are all deviations from the perfect law, and consequently need the atonement. Yet that is not a proposition that it we apprehend, may appear from the words of St. Paul: 'He that loveth hath fulfilled the law; for love is the fulfilling of the law.' (Rom. 13:10). Now mistakes and whatever infirmities necessarily flow from the corruptible state of the body are in no way contrary to love; nor, therefore, in the Scripture sense sin. I believe a person filled with the love of God is still liable to these involuntary transgressions. Such transgressions you may call sin, if you please; I do not, for the reasons above mentioned." (Ibid., pp. 44-45).

"From grace to sin"
With his usual attention to the logical steps from grace to sin, Wesley outlined "the unquestionable progress from grace to sin." Thus it goes on, from step to step. (1) The divine seed of loving, con- quering faith, comes into him that is born of God. 'He keepeth himself,' by the grace of God, and cannot commit sin. (2) A temptation arises; whether from the world, the flesh, or the devil, it matters not. (3) The Spirit of God gives warning faith, compels him to refrain from whatever might be an abomination in the sight of God" (Works, V, pp. 227-28).

With perfect candor Wesley acknowledges that "a difficulty will immediately occur; and one that to many has appeared insuperable, and induced them to deny the plain assertion of the Apostle, and give up the privilege of the children of God." Wesley cites three cases: David, "who could and did sin; yet, the horrid sins of adultery and murder." Barabas, "the robbers with Paul and forsook him" to whom he had been in so immediate a manner joined by the Holy Ghost"; and Peter (Acts 10:38; Gal. 2:1-14), who plainly acted contradictory to his previous position and convictions, as instances of the fact that "one who was undoubtedly born of God" may lapse into sin. Then Wesley asks: "But how can this be reconciled with the assertion of St. John (1 John 3:9) if taken in the obvious literal meaning that 'whosoever is born of God doth not commit sin'?" (Ibid., pp. 228-29).

His observation on this question is that "So long as he is born of God keepeth himself," (which he is able to do by the grace of God) 'the wicked one toucheth him not!' But if he keepeth not himself, if he abide not in the faith, he may commit sin even as another man..." He says that "at any rate, the grace of God which was sufficient for him. He fell, step by step. First, into negative, inward sin. Then into positive, inward sin, inclining to wickedness with his heart. Next, he lost his faith, his sight of a pardoning God, and consequently his love of God; and being then weak and like another man, he was capable of committing even outward sin." (Ibid., p. 230).
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There is a tremendous upheaval in the lives of families who move, creating reactions that are similar to a death in the family.

Ministering to Members Who Are Moving

W hen does the minister let go of his responsibility to a family that is moving to another community? All too often a minister ceases to be actively involved in the life of a family as soon as they let it be known they will be leaving.

This is an understandable reaction. The work of a pastor is filled with the tasks of finding new prospects, contacting them, getting them to visit the church, inviting them to accept Christ as their Saviour, and incorporating them into the fellowship. Added to that are the time-consuming tasks of administration, building programs, maintaining the existing physical plant, financing public relations, the regular services, preparing sermons, working with department heads, board meetings, Sunday school staffing, and overseeing any special areas of ministry—the local congregation may have in operation.

The programs and ministry of a local church should aid in accomplishing two objectives: (1) to seek out the lost, and add new believers to the congregation, or (2) to build up the faith and effectiveness of the established membership.

Unfortunately those two objectives and the many time-consuming obligations of the pastorate combine to work against investing much time in families that have declared their intention to leave the fellowship. The tendency is to have a farewell, say a lot of nice things, and let them go.

Consider for a moment the tremendous amount of upheaval involved in such a move. All of the things that the individuals in the family have to accept as normal will change. Actually, moving creates many of the same reactions that are caused by a death. Each member of the family will undergo some of the trauma of identity crisis.

Persons involved in the decision to move will adjust more easily.

The move may have been brought about by a promotion of the husband in his job—in which case he will have the excitement of new responsibilities to help him adjust.

If the wife has played an active role in the decision, she will have an easier time. Many times, the husband must precede her to the new community to begin work. This leaves her all of the packing, and later the unpacking. While she is packing she must care for her children who are nearly always upset by the process. It is a very heavy burden and she needs support.

The very young children may well adjust the best. Most of their relationships are within the home and will move with them. Yet it is still confusing time, and one in which they may receive less attention than they need.

School-age children, up to the teens, make friends quickly and have few fears about the consequences of the move. An exception to this would be the child who has moved before and experienced problems.

Teen-agers need special attention.

They have been reaching outside the family for their closest relationships. Depending on age and maturity, they may be dating or "going steady." In many cases the move will directly affect the choice of a mate. That is a serious matter and may cause hostility toward parents because of the decision to move.

As a family, the move will determine their financial future. The available housing may prove unsatisfactory. The schools may be better or worse. The opportunities for entertainment will be different. And even more important, the church may be drastically different from your local congregation.

As their pastor, you need to counsel with each moving family. In terms of spiritual and emotional impact, this event is as significant as a marriage or a death in the family. You easily recognize your responsibility to counsel with families in these circumstances.

Your wise and honest counsel at this important time in their life may mean the difference between them finding another church of your denomination, or putting it off and eventually slipping back into sin.

1. Take the initiative. Call and make an appointment to visit with them. They may be too busy to call you, or may even assume you would not be interested.

When you arrive, get to the point. They are busy and the move is uppermost in their minds. They will most often be open in talking about the move.

2. Listen for areas of need. The problem areas should surface. Many moves are prompted by a desire to escape a bad situation. In such a case you may be able to help them correct the situation and keep them in your fellowship.

It may come out that certain members of the family need individual help. You cannot help until you discover the need. Legion are the persons who have said to me, "If I can help, give me a call." Rarely have I called. Those who have made a lasting impression on my life are the ones who have listened for my needs and then followed through.

Consider giving them something to tie them to the church and help them in their move.

A new copy of your church directory will have special meaning in a distant city. If you don't have a directory, copy the names and addresses of your church families will be invaluable to them for keeping in contact with old friends.

I heartily recommend the little book, Moving! by Eldon Weisheit. Order one today for yourself. It is designed to be given to moving families. Dealing with the problem areas of moving, the author supplies strategies for coping with individual situations. The book concludes with "Devotions for the move" and several pages for addresses.

4. Follow through. Find out their new address and contact the nearest pastor. Your denomination may have a service to handle this for you.

You love each family in your congregation. You have had the joy of seeing many of them accept Christ, and join the church. Don't let them slip out of town and out of the church—and perhaps even away from Christ.

Far too many are lost in the process of moving. You may not be able to save them all, but let them remember you as the pastor who loved them and cared for them—even as they were leaving.

On one of Dwight L. Moody's trips across the Atlantic, a fire broke out in the hold of the ship. The crew and some volunteers stood in line and made a human chain to pass the buckets of water.

One man who knew Moody came to him in high excitement and shouted, "Let's go to the after end of the ship and pray!"

"No, let's pray right here," replied the renowned evangelist. "That way we can help pass the buckets too."

Selected

Charles D. Crow
Department of Evangelism
Church of the Nazarene

The Preacher's Magazine
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Cadillacs, Steak, and Mansions

Our speaker last night was a great guy. He had “made it” as a Christian, businessman, and churchman. He speaks successfully to thousands, and shares his experience which is confident, “catching,” and contagious. I was challenged to the depth of my being—but my later meditations brought home a little uneasiness about some fundamental questions.

Am I to take the “riches of the Word” as a sign that I can have anything I want if I am willing to pay the price? Will God bring material prosperity to me if I double my tithe? Is the authentic Christian community to be a “cult of prosperity”? Does the history of the Church authenticate such a point of view? (Francis of Assisi didn’t think so.) Is Rev. Ike right, after all, and the dollar bills will flow down like “rivers of living waters”?

You know, Son, it seems to me that it is a matter of priorities. I am not sure that I want to pay the kind of price that will assure me of a Cadillac, a steak every evening, and a mansion. They may come at the expense of other values. I’m not sure that the teachings and life-style of Jesus were talking like this at all.

Surely Jesus was not against wealth. He did not censure money—only the love of money. There have always been a few in the history of the Church who had much and gave greatly. The church needs them. They have come both “by night” and by day. I am not knocking it, for I could use a little more myself.

But without apology, there is another side of the coin—the way of the Cross. And thousands in “that day” will feel that the wealth of His grace has been theirs for a whole lifetime because of following Him! My guess is that our speaker would have been successful with or without Christ, because of his drive and motivation within a framework of talented endowments. I am also sure that his Christian witness will bless thousands, and I hope he keeps it up—but with an eye consistently on the Cross. It is not that way for all—and God never intended that it should be.

Son, you are starting out well—in integrity is still the word. If it is God’s will that you be wealthy, I hope that you will pay the price for the Kingdom’s sake. But if He should lead you another way, you are wealthy still.

Love,

[Signature]

Effective Praying

“But when ye pray, use not vain repetitions, as the heathen do: for they think that they shall be heard for their much speaking” (Matt. 6:7).

It is not the arithmetic of our prayers—that is, How many?

It is not the rhetoric of our prayers—How eloquent?

It is not the geometry of our prayers—How long?

It is not the music of our prayers—How argumentative?

It is not the method of our prayers—How orderly?

But how fervent and how believing are our prayers.

—Selected

The Preacher’s Magazine
Dr. Samuel Young has often quoted John Wesley to the effect that a preacher’s greatest protection is his dependency on the church. When wealth or position remove the necessity of dependence on the people, even preachers are liable to become arrogant, thoughtless, and irresponsible.

Jesus himself lived by this rule. Paul’s words are a constant reminder of His attitude. “Let your bearing towards one another arise out of your life in Christ Jesus. For the divine nature was his from the first; yet he did not think to snatch at equality with God, but made himself nothing, assuming the nature of a slave. Bearing the human likeness, revealed in human shape, he humbled himself and in obedience accepted even death—death on a cross” (Phil. 2:5-8; NEB). What better example of leadership could we find than this—leadership with subservience!


Recently a youth group put on a “love fast.” They paid $2.00 each to sit at a table with only rice and water before them. They were to see a film on world hunger and pray for those with not enough to eat, while the money saved from their “fast tickets” would go to help feed some of the hungry.

However, there was a surprise in store for them. One table was heavily laden with all varieties of delicious food. The people seated at that table would eat abundantly.

What were the feelings of those who had only rice and water? Did they feel sad? Betrayed? Resentful?

What were the feelings of those who had all they wanted to eat? Did they wonder why they were so favored? Did they immediately want to share with those who had none?

Can we really show our THANKS to God for the abundant material and spiritual blessings He has given us, without GIVING so that others may have a portion of these blessings also?

On this THANKSGIVING DAY of 1975 let’s give THANKS by GIVING!

All Church Goal: $4,350,000

---

Have you noticed the many interesting items your Publishing House carries in the 1976 “Master Buying Guide” that are appropriate as year-round GIFTS?

See them ALL in our 1976 “Master Buying Guide” recently sent to pastors and ordering secretaries.

A delightful way to shop this Christmas.

---

PASTOR: Suggest that your lay people order from their Publishing House too.

*Personal copies sent FREE upon request.

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE Post Office Box 527, Kansas City, Missouri 64141
IT WAS WORTH IT

• • •

COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

THERE'S A BETTER WAY TO GET THE MESSAGE SAID . . .

The long-promised radio spots are available from the Nazarene Publishing House, Box 527, Kansas City, Mo. 64141.

There are six 30-second spots on a five-inch reel with tone cues for station use. One of the six will have a Bicentennial theme.

You will receive a set of printed scripts for each reel purchased. There will also be time for localizing the recorded announcement.

PRICE: $5.00 for six spots
No. RA-5002

WE GAIN WHEN WE TRAIN. The CST programs offer both leadership guidance and spiritual enrichment. Training can be done by classes, by home study (correspondence courses), or by a reading program. The new Reading Certificate Program puts CST credits within the reach of every Church of the Nazarene, regardless of its size.

Christian Service Training
6401 The Paseo
Kansas City, Mo. 64131

Horseheads Grace, N.Y.
Pastor Thomas Thomas, Pastor Lily Thomas, Robert & Joan Conklin, Karon & Roger Johnson, Pauline and Donald Gorton
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IT'S JUST AROUND THE CORNER!

As you begin to make plans for celebrating the birth of Christ this year, it is our hope that you will think also of others.

1. Give consideration to doing something special for a nearby home missions pastor and his family. It will be a blessing to your own members.

2. Plan now to share a gift of appreciation with each evangelist who served your church this past year. Checks of $10.00 or $25.00 quickly add up to say, “Thank you,” at a time when their income is relatively curtailed.

---

**1976 Scripture Text**
The traditional home calendar for over 50 years! 9½ x 11¼. Hanging cord.

**1976 Memo Moderne**
Delightful miniature size, 8 x 11¼". Spiral top, punched for hanging.

**1976 Point Ment**
An inspirational appointment book for desk or wall. 8 x 9¼". Spiral binding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Calendar Listing 1976 Editions</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>PRICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1  3  12  25  50  100  200  300  400  500.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-276</td>
<td>SCRIPTURE TEXT with monthly quotations</td>
<td>0.70  0.70  0.56  0.47  0.44  0.43  0.42  0.40  0.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*With church imprint on each month</td>
<td>X  X  X  X  0.56  0.49  0.47  0.46  0.44  0.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add postage and handling charges</td>
<td>Pre-pub  Pre-paid  Pre-paid  1.40  1.90  2.65  4.60  6.75  6.75  6.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-176</td>
<td>MEMO MODERNE with monthly quotations</td>
<td>0.70  0.70  0.55  0.45  0.39  0.37  0.36  0.34  0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*With church imprint on each month</td>
<td>X  X  X  X  0.50  0.42  0.40  0.39  0.38  0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add postage and handling charges</td>
<td>Pre-pub  Pre-paid  Pre-paid  1.00  1.30  1.90  2.65  4.35  5.30  6.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-326</td>
<td>POINT MENTS with monthly quotations</td>
<td>1.00  0.90  0.80  0.62  0.54  0.48  0.46  0.45  0.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*With church imprint on each month</td>
<td>X  X  X  X  0.65  0.55  0.52  0.50  0.49  0.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Add postage and handling charges</td>
<td>Pre-pub  Pre-paid  Pre-paid  1.40  1.90  2.65  4.60  6.75  6.75  6.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Order a quantity and SAVE . . .**

**NOTE:** Above prices allow up to four lines of copy. Additional copy, $1.25 per line.

**COVER IMPRINTS** available on Scripture Text only at 3c per calendar with a minimum charge to 150 calendars of $4.30. MAXIMUM OF THREE LINES.

**IMPORTANT:** Allow three to four weeks for imprinting and shipping. Late orders may take longer for delivery.

**Order AT ONCE!**

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE • Post Office Box 527, Kansas City, Missouri 64141
Learn how
Horizons Annuity Trusts
can give you peace of mind.

There are different Horizons Annuity Trust plans for
different individual needs. All offer the security of a
dependable income you can’t outlive. And because they
can be arranged now, you share the joy of watching your
estate work for the Lord and knowing your Christian
wishes will be carried out. Find out how Horizons Annuity
Trusts can give you peace of mind. Write for more
information today.

Take a wise look ahead

Rev. Crew:
Please send me, without obligation, more informa-
tion on Horizons Annuity Trusts.

GCLF NOTES—THE GIFTS THAT KEEP ON GIVING

Memo:
Deposits in the General Church Loan Fund make
excellent gifts for:
Christmas Birthdays Weddings

(For more information write to address at top of page.)

Rev. Crew:
Please send me, without obligation, more in-
formation on Horizons Annuity Trusts.

Div. of
Life Income Gifts & Bequests
Attn.: Rev. Robert W. Crew
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
6401 The Paseo
Kansas City, Mo.
64131

Mr. Mrs. Miss
Address
City
State Zip
Birth Date Age
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Missions Do Not Pay

Thanksgiving Offering Goal... in 1975

$4,350,000

To support 547 missionaries and the work they represent on 75 world mission districts
Make family devotions a part of your daily schedule. TABLE TALK provides a family altar plan for every home.

You can choose how to use the devotionals:
1. Read the scripture and its explanation; discuss the questions; think about the "Thought for Today"; and have prayer.
2. Read the scripture and its explanation; think about the "Thought for Today"; and have prayer.
3. Read the scripture and have prayer.

Adjust when you have to—but don't give up!

Order TABLE TALK on your regular church literature order blank.

Use this work sheet to give you practical goals for significant church growth.

**MY HONOR SCHOOL WORK SHEET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last Year</th>
<th>% Gain</th>
<th>Needed This Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IT HAS WORKED FOR OTHERS— IT WILL WORK FOR YOU**
GIFTS for year-round giving but especially at CHRISTMAS

Mushroom Paperweight
Delightfully different! Made from pure white hydrocal composition, these mushrooms come alive in multicolor, handpainted designs and verse. Felt pad base. 2" high. Gift-boxed. 
GI-30 "Please be patient, God isn’t finished with you.” $3.95
GI-31 "His love endures forever.” Each. $2.95
Leather Coaster Set
Something unique and special in genuine leather. Six skillfully hand-tooled religious designs, treated to resist staining. Stacked and shrink-wrapped in an attractive cedarwood holder. 3½" in diameter. 
GI-1504 $6.95
Hymn Plaques
Favorite songs decoupaged with an authentic antique finish on hardwood block. Ornamental brass ring at top, sawtooth hanger on back, 5½" x 7¾" x ½" thick. 
M-1652 How Great Thou Art $7.50
M-1657 He Touched Me $7.50
The Earth Will Sing—GARY MOORE
L-7001 $5.98

The New International Version
573 pages. Flexed. 
TR-80501 Cloth bound, 5½ x 8½" $6.95
TR-80502 Brown Leather, 5½ x 8½" $22.95
TR-80504 Brown Leather, Pocket-size, 4½ x 6½" $14.95
TR-80506 Flexible blue vinyl board. 5 x 7½" $7.05
TR-80509 Flexible burgundy vinyl board. 5 x 7½" $7.95
Our Daily Bread
Appropriately designed ceramic in the shape of a miniature loaf of bread. 120 colorful scripture-text cards printed on both sides provide opportunity to partake of the Bread of Life. 4 x 2½ x 2¼". Boxed. 
GI-8851 $2.95

To Assure Delivery for Christmas Giving Order AT ONCE from your

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE • Post Office Box 527, Kansas City, Missouri 64141

THE PREACHER’S WIFE
Ruth Ann Polston

The Preacher’s Wife and Her Husband

BOOKS, BOOKS EVERYWHERE! How to Make Your Husband Happy, How to Keep Your Husband Loving You For Ever. Scholars in every conference provide more and more material for the aspiring wife.

There is probably no other occupation in which a man engages that a wife is more considered than a minister. A young couple from our church were in Ashbury Theological Seminary. Just prior to graduation, they received word that the church board of a certain church was coming to interview them on a given day. The wife was perfectly prepared. Her house was in order, her hair fixed, her good dress on. She checked out for the day, and some refreshments prepared.

But the board didn’t come, so our friends decided they were not up for consideration. Several days later, the doorbell rang and there stood the dignified church board. The wife’s hair was in rollers. She was still in her housecoat. Her house was a mess, and after she had offered coffee, she discovered she was out of it. One of the questions asked was, “Do you play the organ?” She said, “No, and I don’t sing either.” That was the last of the board—she wasn’t sure just which reason it was.

It’s about time the pastor’s wife accepted her own real self and stopped trying to compare herself with singers and players.

Let’s talk about the things that do count as a preacher’s wife—the things that can really make or break her husband’s ministry.

A man strongly reflects his wife’s estimation of him. Every man needs one person to give him permission to be the person he wants to be. Since it must be someone very important to him, the logical person is his wife.

Many wives have unknowingly taken from the man that permission. They do it by challenging his ideas, his methods, his decisions. This can have such a negative effect on the man’s self-image that he feels incapable of making strong, powerful, and important decisions. Little things like telling him where to turn the car, where to make calls, how to handle people, soon make him insecure and unstable. There are many women absolutely unaware that they control a conversation in their husband’s presence, and answer questions directed to him. A Christian woman knows well her scriptural role is to submit to her husband “as to the Lord” but he seldom gets treated like the Lord.

I was on my way to my Women’s Fellowship to speak on this subject.
one day, and passed through my husband's study. His head was bowed at his desk, and just as I passed by the scripture “as to the Lord” went through my mind. I knew if it were the Lord seated there I wouldn't pass without a good deal of love and affection. I got on my knees and to his surprise, I filled him full of my womanly pride and love for him. It made a much better object lesson than all my well-prepared material.

A noticeably happy and affectionate pastor and wife help promote happy couples in a church.

I have found through trial and error that a pastor (or any man) does not want an executive for a wife. She may be a fantastic Sunday school teacher, and have the erroneous idea that her husband's greatest pride will be in her teaching, but not so.

If you're a teacher, leader of a Bible fellowship, or missionary president, put your paper work away when he crashes the door. He's home. Don't be on the telephone counseling with Sister Burden while he's home—any more than necessary. He's home! Don't let him catch you with housecoat on and hair in disarray. He's home!

I didn't know this for a while. When I found out, oh, how the papers flew. My lessons went under the bed. Mrs. Burden was bid “good-bye.” I scooped myself up into a cool pose as if I'd been sitting there waiting to spring at him all day when he came in the door. It surely made his coming home, and the hours spent there, a lot more fun.

Your congregation may be just about as interested in what your husband has to say when he's preaching as you are. Here are a few things to ponder.

1. Where do you sit in church? I think the preacher's wife should be in the front row. It's an indication of how important you think souls, preaching, and people are. If it's not life and death to you, it won't be to them.

2. How do you listen? Do you take your Bible, pen, and notebook with you to every service, mark your Bible and keep notes? You can set the pace for the importance of the preached Word. It's the highlight of his week. He has lived for this hour. Don't flub it for him.

3. How available are you to people? Do you head for the foyer with him at the close of the service and make everyone feel special with your warm touch and handshake?

4. How many services do you attend? If every service isn’t important to you, it won't be to your people. You are a postsetter. You must be 100 percent, for many laymen to be 50 percent.

5. How excited are you about your husband's preaching and all the agencies of the church? I am not a bit humble about my husband's preaching. I think he's the greatest, and I say so.

6. How much have you released your husband's time? Do you whine when he's out late, or go to sleep before you have a chance to hear about the "spoils" he's coming home to tell you. A possessive wife is a miserable one.

7. Do you make him feel he's a good provider? A "poor-me" attitude from his wife sows seeds of discontent, and makes him wonder if he's really called, or should he look over his shoulder to see other women, too.

8. How exclusive are you about your friends? Do you include all in your circle of love, yet stay willing to "know no man after the flesh"? Loneliness can be a silent tear to a pastor's wife, but she can break the lonely spell by giving herself away.

9. Do you keep yourself motivated? Do you purposefully, after Sunday, make notes of needs you were aware of that you could meet? If you make the phone calls or appointments immediately, you cannot back out of it.

10. Are you 100 percent positive about the total life of the church—in your words, thoughts, actions, and reactions?

If you can answer in a positive manner to these 10 questions, you sound like a pastor's wife anyone would like to meet.

Prayer or Fasting

By Michael Sellers*

The disciples came to Jesus with a very earthly problem. A neighbor had brought a demented child, with the hope that he might be cured, but the Master's men had failed. Disquieted in their spirits, they returned to Jesus to find out why.

No dilemma is more contemporary than man's inability to solve the problem of evil in his life. In our struggle to conquer sin we usually follow one of two extenuations—depending entirely on ourselves, or depending entirely on God. Neither of these is the answer that Jesus gave.

The humanistic gospel of self-sufficiency reached its peak around the Renaissance. Gibbon's gossip about being "the master of my fate and the captain of my soul" offered moments of hope to struggling sinners, but was diametrically opposed to the teaching and testimony of the New Testament Apostles. Multitudes still believe we can rid ourselves of depravity by analyzing and educating. But, as was true with the frustrated disciples, our strength is no contest for our weakness.

The other externality is to rely entirely on God, making of Him a sort of cosmic bellhop catering to our every whim. It is important to remember that God never did anything for Israel that they could do for themselves. Expecting God to endorse our business often leads to the futility that cries, "I can't help it, that is just the way God made me."

Amanda Smith, that great woman "Pastor, Church of the Nazarene, Rockdale, Tex., whom God used in such an admirable way, once found that she was unable to hear in one ear. She was anointed and asked God to heal her. She persevered in prayer, but only grew worse. One day she went to see her doctor and discovered that she need only remove a little wax and she could hear again. Old Amanda said, "The trouble was that I wanted the Lord to wash my ears for me." There are plenty of people who tried to work God Almighty to wash their dirty ears or cleanse their hands.

Jesus saw this pattern and explained that some problems in life are solved only by the alliance of human endeavor and divine power. This was one of those special problems, and "this kind goeth not out but by prayer and fasting."

To pray is to solicit God's total effort. To fast is to immerse oneself into total identity with the problem, thus producing an amalgamation of human effort and divine power. Using this formula, God took a sandy Cephas and created a rock-like Peter. He found a lustful Augustine and formed a celebrated saint. He struck the balance on Saul and brought to the church a man with whom God was so pleased that he changed his name to Paul.

At one point in his "Story of Man," Michelangelo painted the arm of God reaching down and the hand of man extended upward. A great chasm lay between. To complete that thought, he might have placed a lightning bolt connecting them and labeled it faith. In those special cases, about which the disciples asked, it is faith that links the power of God with the effort of man.
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Portraits of Paul

III. Paul, Prisoner of Jesus Christ

It is a bit startling to think of Paul as a "jailbird." Yet he was probably in prison enough to qualify for such a term. Acts 16:19-40 is a fine example, and Eph. 3:1 has Paul giving himself this designation, "I Paul, the prisoner of Jesus Christ for you Gentiles."

If we seek Paul's viewpoint, however, we find that he does not seem disturbed by his prison experience. Rather he glories in it. He makes it useful. He exhorts Timothy not to be ashamed of him as Christ's prisoner.

There are meaningful etchings of the profile of Paul which are seen in clear relief in his prison experiences. One of these is the past which brought his experience into sharp focus. Through these experiences he remembers the madness of his preconversion days, "As for Saul, he made havoc of the church, entering into every house, and hailing men and women committed to prison" (Acts 8:3).

He recalls these things at his own trials, and thinks of them as background for accounts of his dramatic conversion. Typical is Acts 22:4 where he recalls, "And I persecuted this way unto the death, binding and delivering into prisons both men and women." With pathos he remembers, "...many of the saints did I shut up in prison... and when they were put to death, I gave my voice against them" (Acts 26:10).

Paul's prison experiences seem to point up the fact that our deeds may become our undoing. They illustrate the fact that reaping follows sowing. They recall the Hamans who hang on their own gallows. They point out that sometimes the past is responsible for the present—or at least adds understanding to it.

The experience of Paul as prisoner points to the proofs which indicate his experience had usefulness.

You see, Paul made use of his prison time. One thing he did was write his Epistles, so that some are known as the Prison Epistles. During this time, also, Paul served his friends as they came to him. "And Paul dwelt two whole years in his own hired house, and received all that came in unto him, preaching the kingdom of God, and teaching those things which concern the Lord Jesus Christ, with all confidence, no man forbidding him" (Acts 28:30-31).

Best of all he was forward to win the jailors themselves to Christ—as the one at Philippi illustrates.

What an example for us! An example to make of life's disappointments, God's appointments. To turn life's rough tables into places for serving. Paul, as prisoner, was brought to a position which made his experience contribute to understanding. Even our Lord understands, because He has become a part of what it means to be human—"For in that he him-
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A Letter of Love—

DEAR CHIP AND MELINDA:

Since you don't know me, I guess I'd better introduce myself to you. I am the pastor of El Paso, Texas, First Church. I went to seminary with your daddy, and your daddy just held a revival in my church.

I have two reasons for writing to you. First, I want to tell you how sorry I am that you lost your dog, Moses. I was with your daddy when you phoned him, and he was very sorry too. He really wanted to be with you then, but it was not possible. I don't know why God takes some of the things we love so much, but I do know that He loves you and He loved Moses, and He is doing what is best for us all.

Second, I want to thank you and your mother for sharing your daddy with us in our church. We had a wonderful revival (about 50 people came to the altar). You would have been very proud of your daddy if you could have been here. God is using him in a wonderful way.

I have a boy and a girl too. My daughter, Cristal, is 10 and is in the sixth grade. My son, Brad, is six and is in the first grade. I hope you can meet them sometime.

Take good care of your mother, and when you talk to your daddy on the phone, tell him Hello for me, and stay true to Jesus.

I hope to get to meet you someday.

Your friend in Jesus,

JENNY

Editor's note: The above letter is an example of the extra touch of love that can make the Christian way so full of pleasant surprises. It was sent by Pastor Jerry White to the children of Evangelist Chuck Millholl.
Don't Be Afraid
Here are some thoughts from Isa. 43:1-3, and support for the admonition, "Don't be afraid" (TLB).
1. The ransom of God has purchased us—"Don't be afraid, for I have ransomed you" (v. 1).
2. The friendship of God insures His presence—"I have called you by name; you are mine" (v. 2).
3. The power of God protects us—"I will be with you. When you go through rivers of difficulty, you will not drown! When you walk through the fire of oppression, you will not be burned up—the flames will not consume you" (v. 2).
Isaiah 41:10 is a perfect summary of this whole thought: "Fear not, for I am with you. Do not be dismayed. I am your God. I will strengthen you; I will help you; I will uphold you with my victorious right hand."

Pentecost Explained
Rev. A. J. Lown, British preacher, has thrilled many an American listener with his scholarly exposition of Scripture. Here are some comments from Acts 2:14-21—
1. The misunderstanding of Pentecost rejected—"But Peter, standing up with the eleven . . ." (v. 14). Rev. Lown points out that drunken men (the misunderstanding at Pentecost) do not stand, especially early in the morning.
2. The manifestation of Pentecost claimed—"This is that which was spoken by the prophet Joel" (v. 16).
3. The ministry of Pentecost is defined—"I will pour out of My Spirit upon all flesh . . ." (v. 17).

The Preacher's Heart
In the twilight of his life, E. Stanley Jones wrote these words from his beloved India, where he had gone to await his death:
"I have often said half-jokingly that when I get to heaven, I will ask for twenty-four hours to see my friends, and then I shall go up to Him and say, 'Haven't you a world somewhere where it has fallen people who need an evangelist like me? Please send me there.' For I know no heaven beyond preaching the Gospel to people. That is heaven to me. It has been, is, and ever shall be."
Oh, that every preacher had such a wholesome concept of preaching, and that his heart was alflame with the gospel, and the compulsion to tell it!

Some Thoughts on Life—In Christ
Another few thoughts from the mind of A. J. Lown, this time from 2 Cor. 2:14-17—
1. Life as a victory pageant. "Now thanks be unto God, which always causeth us to triumph in Christ" (v. 14).
2. Life as a perfume. "For we are unto God a sweet savour of Christ" (v. 15).
3. Life as a postman (delivering letters). "... and maketh manifest the savour of his knowledge by us in every place" (v. 14).

A Drama in Four Acts
Many of us have profited from the talented mind of Dr. James S. Stewart. Here are some good starting points from 2 Tim. 4:11, from a sermon he titled "A Drama in Four Acts:
1. Act I, Recantation
2. Act II, Repentance
3. Act III, Restoration
4. Act IV, Reparation

Help from Psalm 23
Dr. Donald Macleod, Princeton Theological Seminary, shares these thoughts from Psalm 23:
1. Satisfaction—"I shall not want" (v. 1).
2. Belongingness versus human loneliness—"The Shepherd's care is my possession because I am possessed by it."

The Sacrament of Preaching
Here's a word about preaching and the integrity of the person, from David H. C. Read: "It is part of one's belief in the sacrament of preaching that no human being is beyond reach; and it ought to be part of the strategy of the church not to dismiss any human being as psychologically immune to the gospel" (David H. C. Read, "Sent from God," Abingdon Press, pp. 47-48).

IN THE STUDY

Looking at Our Lord in Luke

November 2

THE POWER OF EVIL (22:23)

Introduction: Satan is mighty, but God is almighty. This is the consolation that we have in this world where evil is rampant.
Nevertheless, we need to recognize the presence and power of evil. It is a sinister force that poses a constant threat to us both individually and collectively. If we are aware of its existence and nature, we can be on our guard against it. "For warned is forewarned."

1. THE POWER OF JEALOUSY (v. 1-2)
The chief priests and scribes—the religious rulers of the nation—were trying to bring about Jesus' death. We are told that Pilate recognized their motive as envy (Matt. 27:18). They were jealous of His growing popularity, as evidenced by
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THE LAST PASSOVER (22:15)


INTRODUCTION: This chapter begins by saying, "Now the feast of unleavened bread drew nigh, which is called the Passover. ..." In the Old Testament it is stated that the one-day Passover was to be followed by seven days of the Feast of Unleavened Bread (Lev. 23:5-6; Num. 28:16-17). But by the time of Christ both names were applied to the whole period.

We know this from Josephus, the first-century Jewish historian, who writes: "This happened at the time when the feast of unleavened bread was celebrated, which we call the Passover" (Ant. XIV. 2.1). So here we read in verse 7: "Then came the day of Unleavened Bread on which the Passover lamb had to be sacrificed" (NIV). It would be Jesus' last meal with His 12 apostles.

I. THE PASSOVER PREPARED (vv. 8-13)
Jesus told Peter and John to go into Jerusalem and prepare the Passover meal for that night. The Jewish regulation was that it must be eaten between sunset and midnight, and by a group of not less than 10 or more than 20 persons. Jesus and the Twelve made provisions.

The two disciples asked, "Where?" Jesus said that when they entered the city they would see a man with a pitcher of water on his head. This seems to have been a prearranged signal between Jesus and the owner of the house where they would eat the Passover. The man would be quickly spotted, since men never carried water jars on their heads; only women did.

The reason for the three cryptic directions was that Jesus did not want Judas to know where He would eat with His disciples. For had Judas known, the arrest of Jesus would have taken place in the Upper Room. The Master wanted to have an uninterrupted last evening with His disciples around the table.

Peter and John went into the city and followed Jesus' directions. They found a "large upper room furnished" (v. 12) and made the necessary preparations for the Passover (v. 13) by involv- ing a Passover Lamb, having it slain by a priest, and raising it. They also had to provide the other ingredients for the meal—bitter herbs and unleavened bread, together with grape juice (commonly called "wine").

II. THE PASSOVER PARTaken (vv. 14-18)
Jesus and His twelve disciples reclined on couches around the table, according to the custom of that time. The first thing He said was: "With desire I have desired"—a Hebraism meaning, "I have eagerly desired"—"to eat this Passover with you before I suffer" (v. 15). This would be His last time until the Pas- over was fulfilled in the coming of His kingdom (v. 16).

Following the specified directions for the Passover meal, Jesus "took the cup, and gave thanks, and said, This is my blood of the covenant, which is shed for many for the remission of sins" (Rom. 6:20). He was acting as the head of the household in distributing the bread and wine. Probably this was the third cup of the Pas- over, passed around after the lamb had been eaten. The fourth is generally thought to be the one connected with the Lord's Supper (v. 20). Christ was following the ceremony the Jews had used annually for over a thousand years.

III. THE PASSOVER REPLACED (vv. 19-20)
The Last Supper became the Lord's Supper. Comparing the four Gospel accounts, it would seem that Judas Iscariot left before this change was made.

Now Jesus gave salvation symbolism to the bread and wine. Taking a loaf (biscuit-sized), He gave thanks and broke it. Then He passed it around, letting each one break off a piece. Among the people of that part of the world, even today, eating together is a sign of friend- ship and fellowship. If you "break bread" with a person you cannot harm him.

As He passed the bread, Jesus said, "This is my body which is given for you this do in remembrance of me." So the Lord's Supper is a memorial of Christ's death on the cross. And just as the bread we eat becomes a part of our body, so we are to partake of Christ's nature and become like Him.

Taking the cup, He said, "This cup is the new testament in my blood, which is shed for you." The red grape juice symbolized the blood of Christ, our only hope for salvation.

"Testament" should be "covenant." In those days the most solemn covenants were sealed with blood. That is what Christ did.

Our word "testament" comes from the Latin testamentum, which means a "will." But the Jews, unlike the Greeks and Romans, did not make wills. They often, however, made covenants, and that is what the Greek word means.

Rather than speaking of our Bible as divided into Old Testament and New Testament, it would be more accurate to say Old Covenant and New Covenant. The "New Testament" gives us God's new covenant with us in Christ, sealed by His blood (cf. Heb. 10:1-14).

In Christianity, the Lord's Supper has replaced the Passover meal of Judaism. Their celebration looked back to the exodus from Egypt. Our Lord's Supper looks back also, to Calvary, but it looks forward too—to the second coming of Christ (1 Cor. 11:26).
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THE MAN WHO MISUNDERSTOOD HIMSELF (22:33)


Introduction: Often we feel that others misunderstand us, and this hurts. But the saddest fact is that often we misunderstand ourselves. The truth is that only God understands us fully. So we need to turn to Him in order to get a proper appraisal of ourselves.

I. Jesus' Warning (vv. 31-34)
The words of verses 31 and 32 are found only in Luke's Gospel. They reveal the gentle side of Jesus, His tender loving care for His own. With great concern He said to Peter (addressing him by his familiar given name): "Simon, Simon, Satan has asked to sift you all—""you" is plural in the Greek—"as wheat." Then He switched to the singular: "But I have prayed for you, Simon, that your faith may not fail. And when you have returned to me, strengthen your brothers" (NIV).

Instead of saying, "Thank you, Lord, for the warning, please help me not to fail," Peter asserted: "Lord, I am ready to go with thee, both into prison, and to death" (v. 33). We probably should not say that the leading apostle was speaking in a boastful, bragging spirit. We should give him the benefit of the doubt. Spontaneously, and probably with full conviction, Peter declared that he would die with Jesus rather than desert Him. He meant it, too. But common sense and humility should have told him that Jesus understood him better than he understood himself. He should have taken warning.

In any case, Jesus countered with a straightforward prediction: "Before the rooster crows today you will deny three times that you know me." Where were Peter's ears? Why didn't he listen? Perhaps he should be asking ourselves, Why don't I listen? Too often we ignore the warnings given to us, and so we fail. We stride forward when we should kneel and pray.

II. Peter's Failure (vv. 54-62)
The first mistake that Peter made—after failing to heed the Master's warning—to follow "afar off." But, the other side of the coin is this: We should give Peter credit for at least following Jesus to the high priest's house; that is more than the other disciples did.

The second mistake he made was to sit down among the servants of his Master's enemies (v. 55). Because he was with them around the fire in the courtyard, the flames lighted his face and a maid recognized him.

The third, and most serious mistake, of course, was to deny that he knew Jesus. Little did he dream that he would ever do this. But Peter did not know, his inner weakness, and we usually do not recognize ours until we are shown it by the Lord—if we are willing to listen to His voice—or some tragic circumstance reveals it.

Luke adds a very poignant touch, not found in the other Gospels: "And the Lord turned, and looked upon Peter" (v. 61). We may be sure that there was in that gaze a mixture of sorrow, disappointment and tender love. It broke Peter's heart: he "wept oat, and wept bitterly," with tears of sincere repentance.

It often takes a traumatic experience to bring us face-to-face with ourselves. When everything goes smoothly, we tend to lead superficial lives. But heartache and heartbreak drive us to our knees and to the depths of self-examination and dependence on God.
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THE INNOCENT MAN WHO WAS EXECUTED (23:4)


Introduction: During the night Jesus was subjected to an informal hearing at the high priest's house (22:54-65). Then we read: "As soon as it was day, the elders of the people, and the chief priests, and the scribes, came together, and led him into their council" (22:66), that is, a regular meeting of the Sanhedrin. It was against the law for this body to conduct a trial at night.

They got right down to business with the question, "Are you the Messiah? Tell us" (v. 67). When Jesus countered the query, they asked still more pointedly, "Are you then the Son of God?" (v. 70). Jesus' reply was, "You are right in saying I am" (v. 70, NIV). This was all they needed to produce a majority of blasphemy on His own testimony.

I. The First Declaration of Innocence (v. 4)

"The whole multitude of them"—that is, the Sanhedrin—"rose and led him unto Pilate." Knowing that the charge of blasphemy, on which they had condemned Him to death (Matt. 26:65-66), would mean nothing in a Roman court, the leaders proceeded to bring against Jesus a three-fold political charge: subverting the nation, forbidding the paying of taxes to the emperor, and claiming to be a king. These were all of them very pertinent matters to the Roman government.

Pilate questioned Jesus and then turned to His accusers, who were remaining outside the courtroom (John 18:28). To the chief priests and the people he said, "I find no fault in this man" (v. 4). But Pilate was not interested in whether Jesus had any personal faults. The Greek word does not mean "fault" but "cause for punishment" or "crime." What Pilate really said was, "I find no basis for a charge against this man" (NIV).

II. The Second Declaration of Innocence (v. 14)

Angered by Pilate's attempt to justify Jesus, the chief priests renewed their accusations against Him. They accused Him of stirring up the people throughout the land of the Jews, beginning in Galilee and reaching to Jerusalem (v. 5). When Pilate learned that Jesus was a Galilean, he sent Him to Herod Antipas, the ruler of Galilee; who happened to be in town at the time. This incident (vv. 6-12) is found only in Luke's Gospel. Probably Pilate hoped to turn over to Herod the responsibility of making the decision regarding Jesus.

But the attempt failed. Herod sent Jesus back with no verdict. So Pilate called together the religious leaders again and informed them: "You brought this man as one who was inciting the people to rebellion. I have examined him in your presence and have found no basis for your charges against him" (v. 14, NIV). He added for good measure, "Neither has Herod" (v. 15).

III. The Third Declaration (v. 22)
Pilate proposed to punish Jesus and then release Him (v. 16). But the people, urged on by the chief priests, asked for Barabbas, a murderer and insurrectionist, to be released (vv. 17-19). When Pilate pleaded further with them to spare Jesus, they cried out, "Crucify him, crucify him" (v. 21).

So the third time Pilate said to them: "Why? What crime has this man committed? I have found him in no grounds for the death penalty. Therefore, I will have him punished and then release him" (v. 22, NIV). But the voices of the chief priests and people prevailed. Barabbas was freed and Jesus was left away to be crucified.

Never in history was there a worse miscarriage of justice. Three times Pilate as judge publicly pronounced Jesus not guilty. But he "caved in" under pressure and executed an innocent man. Ever since that Pilate has been condemned at the bar of history as well as conscience. Worse still, he stands forever condemned at the judgment bar of God for failing to do his duty.
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NEVER TOO LATE IN LIFE (23:43)


Introduction: "While there's life, there's hope." This familiar proverb seems to be validated by our scripture lesson today. If ever a case seemed hopeless, it was this. But rescue came just in time. The gospel is the Good News of salvation. Our responsibility is to get it to people before it is too late.

I. A Rebellious Robber (v. 39)

"One of the criminals who hung there hurled insults at him: 'Aren't you the Christ?-Save yourself and us!'" (NIV). The two men crucified with Jesus were called "theeves" in the other Gospels. But the Greek word is not kleptai from...
which we get "kleptomane." Rather, it is a word which means "robbers," a much stronger term. Furthermore, the Greek word was used in that time in Palestine especially for guerrilla insurrectionists against the government. "Bandits" would be a good translation.

Luke calls them "malefactors" (KJV) which is the Latin equivalent of the Greek "evildoers" (bokkarot). Today we would call them "criminals."

One of these two men was a hard character. He kept hurling insults at Jesus: "If you are the Messiah, why don't you save yourself and us?" He was a Jew, an active militant rebel against Roman rule.

II. A REPENTANT ROBBER (vv. 40-42)

At first this second robber joined his companion in railing against Jesus (Mark 15:32). But he evidently became impressed with the conviction that the Man on the middle cross was innocent and what He claimed to be. So he rebuked his companion in crime (v. 40). Then he turned his head as best he could and said to Jesus, "Lord, remember me when thou comest into thy kingdom" (v. 42).

III. A REDEEMED ROBBER (v. 43)

The man's request was more than granted, as is true of God's grace. Jesus answered him, "Verily I say unto thee, To day shalt thou be with me in paradise." The man was assured of his eternal salvation, then and there. Repentance and faith in Christ always bring forgiveness and reconciliation to God—even in the last moments of life. We should not give up on hard cases.

A. Seek God EARLY

A. Those that seek me early shall find me" (Prov. 8:17).
B. How early?
   1. Before sin has left its devastating scars.
   2. Before God's tender voice grows faint.
   3. Before you grieve His Holy Spirit.

B. Seek God EXPECTANTLY

A. "Ask, and ye shall receive; seek, and ye shall find" (Luke 11:9).
B. Seek, knowing that He may be found.
C. Seek, knowing that He can meet your very deepest need.
D. Seek, knowing He is waiting for you.

C. Seek God EARNESTLY

A. "He is a rewarer of him that diligently seeketh him" (Heb. 11:6).
B. His reward is for the earnest seeker.
C. His reward is for those who have but one desire—to find Him.

D. Seek God ENTIRELY

A. "Ye shall seek me, and find me, when ye shall search for me with all your heart" (Jer. 29:13).
B. A heart-centered search
C. A determined search
D. An entire (undivided) search.

V. SEEK GOD EXPEDIENTLY

A. "Seek ye the Lord while he may be found" (Isa. 55:6).
B. We must seek the Lord while He is available.
C. It may be spiritually fatal to wait for a "convenient season."
D. We must respond while His presence is near.

E. "Behold now is the accepted time" (2 Cor. 6:2).

J. WALTER HALL, JR.

Outlines for Pentecost

By Darl G. Keefer

Gift of the Holy Spirit

SCRIPTURE: Acts 2:38-41

Text: "And ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost" (v. 38).

The gift of the Spirit:
I. Is preceded by genuine repentance (v. 38).
II. Is promised to all generations (v. 38).
III. Produces genuine revival (v. 41).

After Pentecost—The Striving Fellowship

SCRIPTURE: Acts 2:42-47

The fellowship striving:
I. To learn (v. 42).
II. To communicate (v. 42).
III. To be open (v. 43).
IV. To help (v. 44-45).
V. To worship (v. 46).
VI. To grow (v. 47).

Living Expectantly

SCRIPTURE: 2 Pet. 3:11-19

Text: "You ought to live holy and godly lives" (2 Pet. 3:11, NIV).* Holy people live expecting:
I. A new life (v. 14)
II. Godly patience (v. 15)
III. Godly security (v. 17)
IV. Stability (v. 16)
V. Growth (v. 18)
VI. His Coming (v. 12)
VII. A new home (v. 13)

Victory After Pentecost

SCRIPTURE: Gal. 5:22-25
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AT THANKSGIVING—
Count your blessings instead of your crosses,
Count your gains instead of your losses,
Count your joys instead of your woes,
Count your friends instead of your foes,
Count your courage instead of your fears,
Count your health instead of your wealth,
Count on God instead of yourself.

What Is Real Thanksgiving?
It is the Pilgrim Fathers giving thanks in 1621, not because they had so much, but because they had come through drought, starvation, and death.

It is Abraham Lincoln issuing the first general Thanksgiving Proclamation, October 3, 1863, during the darkest days of the Civil War.

It is Job saying, "The Lord gave; and the Lord hath taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord."

It is John Wesley dying, singing, "I'll praise ... I'll praise."

It is a woman in a charity hospital dying of malignant tumor, whispering, "The Lord has been so good to me."

—Selected

Church members are like automobiles: they start missing before they quit.

"Why don't you come to church?" asked the minister of a non-churchgoer.
"Well, I'll tell you," said the worshipper.
"The first time I went to church they threw water in my face; the second time they tied me to a woman I've had to keep ever since."
"Yes," answered the minister, "And are we going to have to throw dirt in your face the next time you come?"
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PERFECTIONIST PERSUASION:
The Holiness Movement and American Methodism
By Charles Edwin Jones (The Scarecrow Press, 1974, $8.00)
This book represents ATLA Monograph Series No. 5. Dr. Jones has used the tools of computerized statistics in his analysis to write a very useful sociology of religion. Nazarenes particularly will enjoy his insights concerning the history of their church in its beginnings through 1930. Its value lies in showing the development of the holiness movement within the broad framework of American denominational history. Dr. Jones, after serving in library positions in Bethany College, the seminary, and Park College, is now cataloger for history at Brown University. The study was published under the supervision of Drew University Library.

OSCAR F. REED

Books received:
His Deeper Work in Us
By J. Sidlow Baxter (Zondervan, 1974, $2.95)
An inquiry into New Testament teaching on the subject of Christian holiness from a "reformed perspective." There are many fair insights from a writer who sees the holiness imperative from a different theological perspective.

A Study Guide to Acts
By Curtis Vaughan (Zondervan, 1974, $1.25).
A guidebook for discussion and application. Good insights from exegetical study.

What Bible Can You Trust?
By Multiple authors (Broadman Press, 1974, $2.50)
A discussion of the various translations and paraphrasing.

Success, Motivation and the Scriptures
By William H. Cook (Broadman Press, 1973, $1.25)
An attempt to relate success and positive motivation to the power of God and the work of the Holy Spirit.

The Church: the Body of Christ

Essence of Christianity. Two Essays
By Andre Nygren (Eerdmans, 1973, $1.95)
Originally published in Swedish in 1922. The famous author of Agape and Eros gives a good deal of background for his better-known work.

Plain Talks on Exodus
By Manford G. Gutzke (Zondervan, 1974, $2.95)

Christian Ethics for Black Theology
By Major J. Jones (Abingdon, $4.50)
The book seeks to suggest ethical foundations necessary to build a new creative relationship between black and white people in America.

Seven Questions Jesus Asked
By R. Benjamin Garrison (Abingdon, 1975, $2.75)
Preachers' Exchange

FREE to all Nazarene pastors, active or retired. Lovely efficiency apartment completely furnished, air-conditioned, all utilities paid for (for one or two weeks). For reservations write: Mr. & Mrs. Dwight Fleming, 421 E. Johnson St., Lake Wales, Fla. 33853. NO PETS, ADULTS ONLY PLEASE.


FOR SALE—Library of sermons and books on all subjects. Hundreds of good reading books. Write for free list of titles and authors. Will sell all, or single. John V. Frederick, 4612 Dominion Dr., Naples, Fla. 33940.

FOR SALE—Old set of Biblical Illustrator (NT only, and index). Will send post-paid for $75.00. Charles E. Apple, 460 Oakland Dr., Elkin, N.C. 28621.

FOR SALE—The Uttermost Salvation, by A. M. Hills, $3.00; Holiness in the Book of Romans, by A. M. Hills, $3.00; The Truth for These Times, by T. M. Anderson (sermons published in late twenties), $3.00; A Vessel unto Honor, by Orval J. Nease (sermons), $3.00; Bible Doctrines, by Wm. M. Smith (Quaker theology), $3.50; My Sermon Notes (Gospels and Acts), by E. S. Williams, $3.50. S. Ellsworth, Notasville, S.C. 29659.

The need for self-esteem is so basic in the human personality that most other needs shrink by comparison. Alfred Adler, the Austrian psychologist, brought attention to this principle before his death in 1937, and more recently our own Dr. James Dobson has emphasized it in his book Hide or Seek. We live in a society in which the individual is a victim of a value system which makes inordinate demands for beauty, intelligence, and success. Most of us have very little of any of these qualities. Our hope, then, must come as we look to the hills of full commitment to Christ, from whence cometh our help. The sinful self is crucified. The redeemed self lives, but it is Christ "living in me" that causes me to declare with Paul, "Nevertheless I live!" One brother expressed it so eloquently: "I'm black and I live in a ghetto, but I'm SOMEBODY, because God don't make no junk!" Self-esteem rooted in faith. Faith, not in ourselves, but in Christ, without whom we are nothing. Self-acceptance because God accepts us, and having loved Him with all our hearts, we love our neighbors as we love ourselves. Dr. Cowles writes to this point (p. 6), and so does Dr. Willingham (p. 3). To find this secret should enable us to avoid the scandal of "division street" (p. 5), and let God speak to this unwashed generation through us.

Yours for souls,

[Signature]
A Theology of Death
By Ronald C. Starrenko (Concordia, 1975, $2.50.)
The author discusses the issues of
death to help pastors and Christians to
stand on their faith and see death realistically.

WANTED—Used set of Pulpit Commen-
Exell. E. A. Rothgeb, 1615 54th Blvd. W.,
Palmco, Fla. 33561.

FOR SALE—Library of sermons and
books on all subjects. Hundreds of good
reading books. Write for free list of titles
and authors. Will sell all, or single. John
V. Frederick, 4612 Dominion Dr., Naples,
Fla. 33940.

FOR SALE—Old set of Biblical Illustra-
tor (NT only, and index). Will send post-
paid for $75.00. Charles E. Apple, 466
Oakland Dr., Elkin, N.C. 28621.

FOR SALE—The Uttermost Salvation,
by A. M. Hills, $5.00; Holiness in the
Book of Romans, by A. M. Hills, $5.00;
The Truth for These Times, by T. M.
Anderson (sermons published in late
twenties), $5.00; A Vessel unto Honor,
by Orval J. Nease (sermons), $5.00 (all
cloth); Bible Doctrines, by Wm. M.
Smith (Quaker theology), $3.50; My
Sermon Notes (Gospels and Acts), by
E. S. Williams, $3.50. S. Ellsworth
Northcote, P.O. Box 100, Lowndesville,
S.C. 29669.

FREE to all Nazarene pastors, active or
retired: Lovely efficiency apartment com-
pletely furnished, air-conditioned, all
utilities paid (for one or two weeks). For
reservations write: Mr. & Mrs. Dwight
Planningham, 421 E. Johnson St., Lake
Waless, Fla. 33853: NO PETS, ADULTS
ONLY PLEASE.

WANTED—Vols. 1 and 2 of bound
copies of Christianity Today. Will pay
$20.00. Rev. Clinton J. Schleifritz, 400
N. Sunset, La Placita, Calif. 91744.

The need for self-esteem is so basic in the human
personality that most other needs shrink by comparison. Alfred
Adler, the Austrian psychologist, brought attention to this
principle before his death in 1937, and more recently our own
Dr. James Dobson has emphasized it in his book Hide or
Seek. We live in a society in which the individual is a victim
of a value system which makes inordinate demands for
beauty, intelligence, and success. Most of us have very little
of any of these qualities. Our hope, then, must come as we
look to the hills of full commitment to Christ, from whence
cometh our help. The sinful self is crucified. The redeemed
self lives, but it is Christ “living in me” that causes me to
declare with Paul, “Nevertheless I live!” One brother ex-
pressed it so eloquently: “I’m black and I live in a ghetto,
but I’m SOMEBODY, because God don’t make no junk!”
Self-esteem rooted in faith. Faith, not in ourselves, but in
Christ, without whom we are nothing. Self-acceptance
because God accepts us, and having loved Him with all our
hearts, we love our neighbors as we love ourselves. Dr. Cowles
writes to this point (p. 6), and so does Dr. Willingham (p. 3).
To find this secret should enable us to avoid the scandal of
“division street” (p. 6), and let God speak to this unwashed
generation through us.

Yours for souls,

J.M.
WORTH REPEATING IN 1975
The 2000 year old story of LOVE...JOY...PEACE

The Cobbler's Guest

A NEW CHRISTMAS DRAMA with music by LDR. RAINIE and FRED POOLEY. Its setting is in a cobbler's shop in France 10 years ago. The cast of four men, one woman, one boy, narrator, and choir or mixed quartet portrays the touching biblical truth about giving. Performance time approximately 20 minutes. Minimum of 25 copies required.
MC-246 75c

There Came Wise Men

A NEW CHRISTMAS PAGEANT by ROYENA BABCOCK and OLIVE ROCKETT. The extensive search of the wise men ends with Christ not as a baby but as a lad of two years. Includes parts for 3 women, 14 men, several angels and shepherds, mixed quartet and choir, male chorus, soloist and guitarist, and a two-year boy. Performance time, 60 minutes.
MC-247 75c

Four Services for Christmas

A NEW CHRISTMAS SERVICE BOOK compiled by GRACE RAMQUIST. Need an effective Christmas service planned and ready? Here's your answer! You'll find drama, scripture, narrative, pantomime, and music to challenge and involve a cross section of ages and talents. Titles of these four services are "Path of Faith," "The Gift of Christmas," "Christmas on Living Pictures," and "I Wish I'd Been There.
MC-248 $1.00

Christmas Program Builder No. 28

A NEW COLLECTION OF CHRISTMAS PROGRAM IDEAS. Here GRACE RAMQUIST has gathered a selection of heretofore unpublished plays, readings, recitations, exercises, and songs for various age levels—kindergarten through adult. Use them as suggested or as supplemental aids to your own program. Either way, this material for worship will save hours of searching and planning. MC-128 75c

Love, Joy, Peace

A MEMORABLE CHRISTMAS CANTATA by TOM FETTE. Above the average choral presentation, yet performable by the average SATB church choir. Focuses on Jesus, Christ as the Embodiment of Love, the Giver of True Joy, and the Prince of Peace. Performance time, approximately 40 minutes.
MC-26 Choral Book 1.50
L-215 Choral Book/Album Combination 5.98
L-215S Choral Book/Album Combination 6.45
L-215T Accompaniment Tape (Guitar/organ) 15.00
MC-26SF Service Folder Package 100 for $3.50

FOR THE COMPLETE LINE of Christmas materials, see the Lillenas Christmas brochure sent to all churches or send for a free personal copy.

Examination copies available to any program director or choir leader requesting them.

DECIDE NOW What Your Christmas Music and Program Need Will Be and Have
Ample Time for Rehearsals

Your PUBLISHING HOUSE

THE POWER OF THE PERSONAL
The Editor

THE HOLINESS STREAM
George E. Failing

THEIR DARKEST HOUR WAS THEIR FINEST
Ralph E. Pynchon

A MISSIONARY OR A MISSION FIELD?
Neil E. Righter

WILL THE PERFECT PARENT STAND UP
Ruth Ann Poleton

THE BABY NOBODY WANTED
William J. Turner

proclaiming Christian Holiness
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The only true gift is a portion of yourself,” wrote Ralph Waldo Emerson. He must have been thinking about the greatest gift in all of human history, for the Babe of Bethlehem represents the ultimate in giving. He is God himself come to be among us. He is Immanuel, “which being interpreted is, God with us” (Matt. 1:23).

Indeed He is the Messiah, sent from God, He is Master and Lord, as Mary Magdalene so eloquently expressed it when she called Him “Rabboni!” He is the Christ, as every Christian knows. He is the Son of Man, as He so frequently called himself. He is the Son of God, as the unbelieving centurion acknowledged when he saw Him die on the cross.

He is “very God and very man,” as the theologians describe Him. Not part God and part man, not a hybrid mixture of the human and the divine, not merely the nearest facsimile of deity that can exist in human flesh. He is God. And He condescended to take upon himself “the form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of men” (Phil. 2:7).

He comes where we are, so we may go where He is.

He is Immanuel. God is with us, and the most exciting aspect of Christmas is that it is so personal. The truly genuine gift is a portion of yourself, and the sages since the beginning of time have recognized in the Incarnate Christ the greatest Gift of all.

The Christian way to give begins with giving yourself. The meaning of stewardship, in its real sense, is the commitment of self first and foremost, with the gifts of time and talents and treasures a natural consequence. On Christmas Day and every day, it is important for the Christian to remember this and to be very much aware of the power of the personal.

A Christmas greeting card is a case in point. It is appreciated by the recipient, for someone has cared enough to address it and mail it. But it
is appreciated even more when someone has cared enough to write a personal note along with the printed verse. The personal touch makes the difference.

The small son is delighted, of course, with the bicycle his father gives him. But especially cherished are those moments the father gives of himself, touching the boy to ride, sharing his excitement, being near enough to listen, and getting to know him better.

This is why an oil painting is worth infinitely more than a mechanical reproduction. The original is more than just a picture to enjoy. In it there is much more than a blending of shapes and colors to capture and preserve an experience on the canvas. If it represents the skill, the energy, the time, the concentration, the effort, the training, and the very life of a person. The artist has given a portion of himself.

This is why a young pastor without much experience and with a minimum of training can be used of God in the care of souls. He is appreciated and he is effective, even in his first charge, by those who are lifted and inspired by him more than by his methods. He may not know just what he is supposed to say to someone who has seen a loved one die, but he is there, and he cares, and that matters most.

There is a new wave of interest among us in the power of the personal touch. One church has a group working every week seeking ways to express their care. They write notes of sympathy in the papers, and write notes of sympathy. They send notes of appreciation. They see news of triumph and send words of congratulation. They are not satisfied to repeat empty cliches as they shake the pastor's hand after a Sunday sermon. They go home and write a letter telling him how much he helped them. They write a note to the choir director to express appreciation for music that was of special blessing to them. They are giving a group—and they are giving a portion of themselves.

Our first Christmas as a young professor in the seminary brought a pleasant surprise. We answered the knock on the door, and there stood one of the general superintendents of our church. Tall and handsome, a warm smile on his face and a gift in his hands, he had come to greet us. Our family would have appreciated his gift if he had mailed it—but somehow when he brought it, we received much more than just a gift. He was giving a portion of himself and his family to us.

Another friend for many years wrote a brief letter every time he heard anything of interest about us. Always, there was a note of appreciation. There were words of congratulation even for the slightest accomplishment. There was Christian love in every letter. That friend is in heaven now, and we miss him here.

For every person who writes a personal note, there are thousands who think about it but never do it. For everyone who presents gifts at Christmas, who bring a portion of himself, there are many others who would agree that it should be that way. The question is, Will we make it that way?

"Behold, a virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and shall call his name Emmanuel [or Immanuel, Isa. 7:14], which being interpreted is, God with us" (Matt. 1:23).

The Giver is also the Gift. That is Christmas. And that should remind us to never underestimate the power of the personal.

---

I am drawn to the elder brother because few others are. I will agree that his attitude leaves something to be desired. But I do not see textual foundation for the common practice of roundly condemning him to perdition. To the contrary, the father seeks him out, entreats him, and addresses him as Son. That is not the language of estrangement and lostness.

What we do have here, however, is a vividly portrayed example of massive ministerial hurt feelings. The elder brother, faithful in the Father's house, has been dealt a staggering blow to the ego. He has been a victim of inexcusable oversight. The musicians have been engaged, the dancers notified, the robe ordered, the ring selected, and the fatted calf killed. But, unaccountably, somebody forgot to stamp his invitation. Nobody thought to phone. He was utterly bypassed, forgotten, ignored. If anyone in the world had a legitimate right to be properly outraged, it was he. I feel for him.

Recently I heard about a young woman who was called out of the graduation line at rehearsal in one of our colleges. She was informed that a last-minute check had disclosed that she lacked one unit necessary to graduate. A further investigation revealed that she had been misinformed by her freshman class counselor, and that the error had gone undetected to this point. There was no recourse except to postpone graduation for at least another semester. Now when I tell you that she left that campus never to return, and is today exceedingly bitter about the whole thing, I think that we can understand.

Several months ago I read the heartrending story of Gordon "Buzz" Aldrin, the second man on the moon.

After the celebrity tours had been completed, Aldrin found himself out of a job in the space program. So he resumed his career in the Air Force. But, to his dismay, he was assigned as flight director at a pilot's training school—a very low echelon position. Further, the high command passed him over when he was reviewed for what would have normally been an almost automatic promotion. It became clear to him that the law of the chicken coop was in operation—that is, if one rooster flies too high, the others make sure that he has no soft place to land. This blow plunged him into a severe depression which led to
a period of hospitalization which further damaged his possibilities for a real future in the Air Force. When I read further that he had decided to take an early retirement, I was with him all the way. Who would want to devote one more day to serving an institution which treated its faithful and distinguished servants in such an offhand manner?

There is a kind of inner logic that always accompanies hurt feelings. There are gross inequities in life—and in each church. There are absolutely unjustifiable events which do sweep people under. There is an irrational element at work in the affairs of men. Most often, the person who has been plunged into the brackish waters of hurt feelings really has been hurt! No matter how trivial the cause may seem to the person standing on the outside, from the perspective of the victim, he suffered a stunning blow.

Hurt feelings find fertile soil during times when we are under unusual stress anyway. "Thou never gavest me a kid that I might make merry with my friends," reports the elder brother. But what he negates to tell us was that he hasn't asked for a kid in a long time. He hasn't planned any parties lately. He has become so engrossed in his labors in the Father's kingdom and so consumed with the endless demands upon his time that he hasn't made provision for seasons of merrymaking with his friends. It has been a long time since he played a round of golf, took a day off, frolicked with his family, laughed at a good story.

Consequently, he was abnormally uptight, lacking in good humor, and unable to savor the moment. He was always on the run, always straining ahead, always driven. When he did come home, it was probably after dark—for the party was already well under way.

Stress shortens patience. Fatigue plays havoc with the nerves. That resilience which normally would have enabled him to roll with the punch was missing. His emotions had become so taut that the slightest incident would have been enough to set him off.

A pastor with two decades of distinguished service to the church and being interviewed by another church's board. The church which was considering him was much smaller than the one which he had organized and built up. After the meeting, a leading board member took him aside. He complimented him upon his fine presentation and applauded his obvious professional competence and spiritual stature. But he went on to confidently inform him that the church would not call him. When the astonished pastor asked why, he was told that he was too old. The church needed a younger man. How old was he? Forty-four!

With that, the pastor went home, resigned his church, and departed into secular business. One thoroughly audacious, thoughtless, and unkind remark by a virtual stranger—which would undoubtedly have been shrugged off earlier—became the straw which broke the camel's back. Perhaps it came at a time when he had been already suffering some painful ego-shattering and spirit-crushing blows in his ministry, and it was simply more than he could handle.

A great pastor of national prominence a couple of generations ago told a conference of ministers that "no pastor is to be held entirely responsible for all that he says and does, when the trees are burning low." How prophetic he was. For shortly after he spoke those words, a group of young laymen—many of whom he had baptized as infants—mounted a campaign against his leadership and succeeded in bringing his 35 years of spectacular ministry in that church to an inglorious end. It is said that he died two years later, a bitter and broken old man. He never recovered from that blow.

Lest you assume that I am being too sympathetic toward the elder brother and making a case for hurt feelings, may I assure you that I am not. All I am trying to do is face up to something that has destroyed countless faithful servants in the Father's household and has crippled the effectiveness of many more. Furthermore, I have been faithful long enough to know that disappointments do come, disillusionment does arise, and hurts do have the power to cut deeply.

Unless we can find a way within the grace of God to deal creatively and constructively with these hurts, they have the potential to bring the carefully built ministerial career of a lifetime down in sudden ruins. Under the shock of a shattered ego, men often do strange and uncharacteristic things. They will impulsively resign their church, abandon their wives, engage a lawyer, write a biting tract, have a nervous breakdown or a heart attack. Some may even take more extreme action.

I had lunch with him on a Tuesday. My friend was a highly regarded evangelist, educator, and now a clinical psychologist with an earned doctorate in this field. He had pioneered experimental ministries along the counseling line in his denomination, which intrigued me. That was why I had sought him out on that particular day.

The following Saturday he purchased the first handgun he had ever owned and blew his brains out. I discovered later that he had run into some difficulties in regard to his counseling program. His own clinic had just been voted out of his church.

He felt somewhat rejected by his ministerial colleagues. None of this was visible to me, or even to his wife. But apparently it had been working deep within him, and had comprised a hurt which he could not handle. After giving a dedicated lifetime to helping others in Christ's name, he could not cope with his own deep disappointments.

I have come to believe that no man, regardless of how spiritual, is entirely immune from such hurts. Everyone has a sensitive nerve somewhere. And sooner or later, that nerve will be struck. For everyone who yields to a destructive impulse under the despondency of a moment, there are more who just sink into a stagnant pool of their own psychic bitterness which sour their spirits and canker their attitudes. Such ministers radiate to all with whom they come in contact, "Unclean! Unclean!"

Whatever I have said in trying to understand the reason for the elder brother's explosive outburst, I must hurry on and say that it is a very sad scene. There is nothing that is attractive or winsome about his attitude. It is a repugnant and repulsive display. We are ashamed that we have been witnesses. We are embarrassed for him. We are ambivalent in our response to him. We are drawn by compassion to the wounded spirit that needs healing. And yet we are repelled by the stench of the infection and corruption. When this kind of attitude becomes a permanent fixture in a minister's personality his usefulness in the kingdom has almost certainly come to an end.

Therefore, there is no question more important for the minister who has suffered a blow that has him reeling than that of the Apostle, "Who shall deliver me from the body of this death?" (Rom. 7:24),

Thank God there is an answer.
Help comes from our parable. 
“Therefore came his father out, and 
entreated him” (v. 28). He senses our 
disappointment. He feels our dis- 
dress. And He takes the initiative. He 
comes to us. He seeks us out. He 
“entreats” us, comforts us, calms us. He 
restores our spirit, reaffirms our 
confidence, readjusts our perspec-
tive. What a beautiful description of 
the quiet healing work of the Holy 
Spirit.

Furthermore, he continues to call 
us “Son.” Praise God! He no more 
casts us out because we have fallen 
victim to less than laudable atti-
tudes, than we turn our children out 
when they throw a fit. There is some-
thing in His tone of voice which stops 
us short; gives us insight into our own 
ugliness of spirit, and lets us know 
that this is not appropriate behavior 
for His chosen and choice servants. 
But that very chastening itself lets 
us know that He is very near.

“Thou art ever with me” (v. 31).
What difference does it make if we 
have been rebuffed by the mayor, 
when the President has taken us in!
What difference does it make if we 
have been voted off the city council 
when we have already been elected 
to the Senate of heaven! “All that I 
have is thine” (v. 31). Think of it!

Hurts will come. But if we will let 
our Heavenly Father entreat us, min-
ister to us, restore our sense of 
perspective, put our great dis-
appointment in the light of eternity, 
then we can be healed. We may even 
discover that our own dark night of 
the soul will enable us to be more 
sensitive, empathetic, and compas-
sionate in our ministry to others who 
also are passing through deep waters. 
“If we are afflicted, it is for your con-
fort and salvation” (2 Cor. 1:6, 
RSV).*

*From the Revised Standard Version of the Bible, 
copyrighted 1946 and 1952.

Christmas 
Beyond Bethlehem

Once again we travel back across the centuries and eastward to Beth-
lehem. There in the life of the Christ Child we behold the divine signifi-
cance of things—God’s love giving that which in turn would be given back as an
atonement for our sin. Time contains only a small part of the Christmas 
meaning. We must go beyond Bethlehem—even to the court of the eternal 
God. There we behold the eternal Christ, the Lamb slain from the founda-
tion of the world. So our human longing has its hope realized in eternity. So 
let the angels sing, let the shepherds go, now even unto Bethlehem. Let the 
wise men leave their seeking footsteps in desert sands as they follow the 
star to Him. For the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, and we 
behold his glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father. No, not cre-
ated by God, but begotten by Him. The mystery of the Eternal—redemptive 
and glorious!

This is the meaning of Christmas.
—Forrest W. Nash

IV. Paul, the Missionary

Someone has said, “God had only 
one son, and of him He made a mis-
sionary.” And thus Jesus came, 
Friend among strangers, Sheep 
among wolves, Light in the midst of 
darkness, He came as a missionary. 
Of us, He would make missiona-
ries. He told us to go to all people—
everywhere. He would not let us be 
isolatists. He would not be con-
tent that we go only to our own. He 
has constantly projected our sights 
to new horizons. He stirs us with a 
divine discontent. If we are sensitive 
to it, it shall be said of us, as it was of 
Barnabas and Paul, “... they sent 
them away. So they, being sent forth 
by the Holy Ghost, departed” (Acts 
13:3-4).

In such a framework it is not sur-
prising to find that Paul was a mis-
sionary. So determined was he to 
reach all the world that he said, “So 
have I strived to preach the gospel,
not where Christ was named, lest I 
should build upon another man’s 
foundations” (Rom. 15:20).

The record of Paul’s first mission-
ary effort begins in Acts 13. Here is 
recorded Antioch as his home church. 
They are his human ordinaries, but 
they are only concurring with the 
Holy Spirit. He has been designated. 
He is selected. He goes forth. The 
things to which he was sent—to 
which all missionaries are sent—is 
indicated in the subsequent events.

The first section (13:6-12) reveals 
that he, as all missionaries, was sent 
to do battle with sin and with Satan. 
Pictures of missionaries of another 
day are rapidly vanishing. It is still 
true, however, that they battle an-
cient superstitions, concepts, and 
forms of worship. In Paul’s case it 
was sorcery. Today’s missionary still 
contends with magic, witchcraft, the 
black arts, voodooism. They deal 
with people who worship their own 
fears. They lead people from the wor-
ship of the natural world, with all 
that involves.

Paul ran head on into a force that 
is found worldwide now, even as it 
was then. He denounced Elymas, the 
sorcerer, as being “full of all subtil-
ity” (v. 10); “a false prophet” (v. 6). 
He inquired of him, “Wilt thou not 
 cease to pervert the right ways of the 
Lord?” (v. 10). This same falseness
maintains today. It is evidenced in the witch doctor, in those who, by any means, would exploit, and even in false teachers of Christianity.

Certain, like Paul, today's missionary is engaged in conflict with the devil himself. Paul pointed out that Elymas was a "child of the devil" (v. 10). So whether in Antioch, from which Paul was sent, or at Salamis, where the cited encounter took place, the source of the opposition is Satan. And as then, so now. Whether at the sending area, or in the area to which the missionary is sent, the disturber of righteousness is still the devil.

These scriptures (Acts 13:14-52) say another thing about missionaries. They are sent to proclaim a message. It is not enough to root out some negative elements, even evil. Paul was not content to point at many false gods. He went on to proclaim a God of might, and power, and love. Such was the message here.

It was a message of salvation, "To you is the word of this salvation sent" (v. 26). It was a message of a resurrected Christ, "But God raised him from the dead" (v. 30). It was a message of forgiveness; "Be it known unto you therefore, men and brethren, that through this man is preached unto you the forgiveness of sins" (v. 38). It was a message with no restrictions, "I have set thee to be a light of the Gentiles, that thou shouldest be for salvation to the ends of the earth" (v. 47).

A modern counterpart of Paul's experience is given by Dr. G. B. Williamson. Speaking of R. H. Ingram, veteran missionary to Guatemala, he says, "Journey on foot or horseback could be taken, strange languages could be mastered more easily than to penetrate this darkness, abolish the prejudice, and emancipate the slaves of a religion which was a mixture of degraded Christianity, and the ancient concepts of deity known to the aborigines. They knew much about penances, pilgrimages, images of saints, and a plaster-of-Paris Christ, confined and ensnared. But knowledge of a Saviour who is alive forevermore, whose Spirit comes to men to regenerate and cleanse their hearts and transform their lives, was as foreign to them as to those who never heard the name of Jesus spoken.

Every missionary is to speak the name, spread the news, and herald the message.

Paul's experience tells one more thing about missionaries. They are to advance, that they may expand.

Such has always been the pattern. "Abel was a 'child of the father'..." (Heb. 11:4) Paul pointed always to the Gentiles, that through this man is preached unto you the forgiveness of sins; "For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword, even unto the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart." (Heb. 4:12)

It was a message that had to be spread to the ends of the earth. It was a message by which the mission is to speak the word of God. Such has always been the pattern. "What then does the mission do?..." It was a message by which the mission is to speak the word of God. Such has always been the pattern.

The Holiness Stream

By George E. Fallis

Dr. J. C. McPheeters, in an old issue of the Herald (then the Herald of Holiness), addressed himself strongly to the need for the revival of the teaching of the holy life. "The holiness stream," as Dr. McPheeters writes, "is like the waters of an arsensel well, which, if capped at one point will, break forth in a living stream at another. The doctrine of holiness so dearly esteemed by John Wesley and the early Methodists is not the dead issue which many would have us believe.

"Dr. L. Roy Smith, in an editorial in the Christian Advocate, then the national Methodist weekly, in a brief review of the new book, The Path to Perfection, by W. E. Sangster, the great Wesleyan preacher of England, says: 'Let it not be forgotten that all of the denominations, sects, and fanatics who teach this doctrine received it originally from Methodism. That they have perverted and distorted it may go without saying. But that there is a vital core in the teaching none can deny. Our preachers can do no better than to make an entirely new and careful study of this whole question, for the things that once made Methodism distinctive might so do again."'

"Here are words for Methodists to ponder well: 'The things that once made Methodism distinctive might so do again.' The thing which Dr. Smith is talking about is referred to in the preceding paragraph of his editorial in these words: 'So dearly did Mr. Wesley esteem the doctrine of holiness that he once said, 'If we can prove that any of our local preachers or leaders, either directly or indirectly, speak against it, let him be a local preacher or leader no longer. I doubt whether he shall continue in the society. Because he that could speak thus in our congregations cannot be an honest man.'"

"We believe that the thing which made Methodism distinctive in the early period of her history can again make her distinctive today. What would happen, if present day Methodists should place the same emphasis upon holiness as did John Wesley and the early Methodists? We believe that the same things would happen in our day, as happened in their day, only on a much larger scale. There doubtless would come a worldwide..."
revival, which would mean, not only the individual regeneration and sanctification of vast multitudes, but social redemption in vast areas of life over the whole earth. Holiness is the answer to the need for a dynamic, conquering faith which attempts great things for God."

The various denominations, including our own, that include in the Articles of Religion, biblical emphasis on entire sanctification, by crisis and process, stand true to the Wesleyan emphasis. More importantly, we believe that holy love is the very essence of the Triune God—whose attributes include eternity, omnipresence, omniscience, and omnipotence—who creates and sustains all things. Whatever God does in justification, in regeneration and growth, He does with the purpose of producing a holy man. Eternal life is not simply living forever; it is living in the likeness and presence of God—forever.

Everyone understands that as long as we are mortal, there will be infirmities that cling to us. These infirmities, John Wesley taught, also required the atonement in the sense that our thoughts and activities are unconsciously influenced by “this present evil age.” But volitionally, up to the full measure of our faith and apprehension of the full benefit of Pentecost, we may be holy now. We dare not be content with less. Christ-likeness must become a passion with us. Then we will be in “the holiness stream” where living waters flow; multitudes of unbelievers and believers alike will come to us inquiring the secret of a commitment that makes us holy and happy, patient and courageous.

Are we—you and I—really in “the holiness stream”? If not, let’s preach it until we believe it, then preach it because we believe it. And let’s do all this in the lowly Spirit of Christ.

The hour we may have considered to be our worst could well turn out to have been our very finest.

Practical Points

When Evangelism Loses its Appeal

Dear Son:

You know my interest in evangelism, and its relationship to the Body of Believers. For years, your mother and I have answered the appeals of our pastors with time, money, and a spirit of urgency. We are said on the fact that it is of the nature of the Church to grow—and that we are to be an instrument in that growth.

But frankly, I am weary of all the talk from the pulpit. I have a “sneaking suspicion” that if our pastor talked less, and allowed the Spirit to gradually work through the organization, we would obtain better results. So much can be done behind scenes on a one-to-one basis, without using the pulpit as a “sounding board.”

We hear so many things about the urgency, skill, methodology, and organization of evangelism—and that is good. But it is good only if from the heart of the pulpit comes the Word. When my pastor shares God’s Word with me, the first thing I want to do is to tell another. Isn’t that the heart of evangelism?

Son, just don’t say you are evangelistic, or tell your people to be evangelistic, but quietly do it! See if the sharing of the Word might become both the foundation and background of New Testament evangelism.

My pastor preached from 1 Cor. 4:16 and 11:1 yesterday. I was so moved by the challenge to follow Christ that I shared Him with another this morning.

Love,
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Their Darkest Hour Was Their Finest

By Ralph F. Pynchon

Pressure Produces Power

In physics it is an axiom that pressure produces power. Progress in the natural and the spiritual alike is dependent on the interplay of counter-acting forces. The dialectic philosophy of history is true, at least, at this point. Intensive heat is required to separate the dross from the gold. The application of this principle holds in the spiritual also. The hour when the mills were grinding the hardest was the hour when our experience received its finest edge. The hour we may have considered to be our worst, in retrospect, could well turn out to have been our very finest.

Since example is more effective than precept, let us examine a couple of case histories from the New Testament to prove our point.

The Apostle Peter

Most of us can identify with this disciple. The whole rhythm of his life and his responses to its ebbs and flows; his actions and reactions to its high moments and its low, present an all-too-familiar pattern to us. We have "sat where he sat."

If we were asked to name the high moment in Peter’s life we would almost certainly point to Pentecost. Acting as the acknowledged spokes-

man for the little band of Spirit-filled Christians, he delivered a message that swept 3,000 souls into the kingdom. But was this his finest hour?

To be sure, the man who had quailed before a little maid in the court of Caiphas was now thundering out a message of hope with great boldness. He was now confronting fearlessly the same man who had cried out for the crucifixion of Jesus. He had unhesitatingly donned the mantle of leadership when that leadership was most urgently needed.

But it must be pointed out that Peter’s stand here was but a result of all that had preceded it. He was now riding on the crest of a wave of momentum which had been generated by the two greatest events that ever shook or shaped the history of man. The reference is to the Resurrection and Pentecost. Peter was now coasting, so to speak, on the emotional uplift of these events. This was not the battle; it was the victory celebration.

It is the writer’s belief that we must go back to the heartrending tension of the harrowing moments during the trial of Jesus to really determine Peter’s finest hour. The real man comes into view during and after the terrible hour of sitting which occurred in the court of the high priest. Although Peter sought to drive the
chill from his body as he warmed by the fire, nothing could dispel the fear which held his heart in its icy clutch. Three times he had been challenged to identify himself with the Man on trial. Three times in the presence of witnesses, he had denied any relationship with Jesus, or the others who followed Him. Upon his third denial, the Lord turned and looked at him. It struck him with all the impact of a heavy Roman spear. For at that precise moment the rooster crowed a second time, and it brought the memory of Jesus' words flooding back: "Before the cock crows twice thou shalt deny me thrice." He was now in the furnace—a furnace heated "seven times." It was certainly his darkest hour—but it was also certainly his finest.

The break could have been final. Locked in with despair, he could have gone the way of Judas. But Peter was made of essentially better stuff. He could have gone to the bottom and stayed there, but instead, he rose to the top and there remained. His spiritual recovery has served as a source of inspiration for many a beaten saint.

It is noteworthy that when the Lord tested Peter in regard to his love after the Resurrection, He put the question three times: "Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me more than these?" As many times as he had denied, he was made to affirm He then received his commission back, "Feed my lambs... feed my sheep."

Saul of Tarsus

Now let us look at another apostle, Saul of Tarsus, as he was known before his conversion, was a spectator at the stoning of Stephen. Moreover, the Scriptures tell us he was "consenting" to the death of the first martyr of the Church. The sight of Saul, the vindictive persecutor, as he stood scowling on the radiant Stephen, was not a pleasant one. An onlooker would have said there was no hope for this proud young Pharisee. Most certainly it was a dark hour for Saul.

But it could well have been his finest. For the first time, it was given to Saul to see the triumphant passage of a Christian. He knew in his own heart that he could not die this well. An incipient rebellion of which he himself was scarcely aware began to brew. This conflict below the level of his conscious mind drove him to still more violent acts of madness. But it was no use. Nothing could calm the storm that raged within.

From this moment on, all of Saul's finer instincts began to clamor for recognition. One cannot read the Epistles which he later penned, without getting the impression that their author was a greathearted and compassionate man. His zeal to destroy these Christians whom he regarded as heretics had completely warped his nature. It had made him false to the man he really was. Sin does that to all of us. We believe his awakening began as Stephen died under the heel of stones. His experience on the Damascus road was anti-climactic. The tricks of a feasting conscience only prepared him for his meeting with the Lord. And so we read: "And Saul was consenting to his death." A dark hour? Yes, but certainly it seems that it was also his finest.

A personal testimony

With an apology for what seems an intrusion, the writer would like to testify. He too once passed through a very dark hour. At the time there seemed to be only the agony of hopelessness and despair. But as it turned out, this hour proved to be his finest.

Caught in the steeled grip of a strong temptation which could have meant a permanent shipwreck, he was enabled to fight his way out of

the boiling tides of confusion and turmoil back to solid ground. Using the medium of a false cult, Satan made a high bid for his soul. The mental stress was so severe it made the burden all but intolerable. The enticement, the doubts, the questionings, turned the mind into a raging battleground.

Those who are skeptical about the reality of the demon world should pass through such an experience. The thing grew, and then one night the climax came. A decision had to be made. It was made; made for God and sanity and truth. But Satan does not give up easily. The powers of darkness descended in fury. Fear was added to torment.

Hell has a music of its own. The writer heard it that night. Ringing in his mind through the long hours was the peculiar chanting sound of the cult as they sang their prayers to the weird strains that accompanied them. It was the song of demons reluctant to lose their weakening grip.

Even the longest night must end.

Just as dawn filled the room with its welcome light, the Lord came with this comforting promise: "Weeping may endure for a night, but joy cometh in the morning." And, as all praise be to God, it did come! The temptation lost its hold and the darkness rolled back. Hell's music grew faint and faded away. Peace came, and the tumult died. The darkest hour had passed, and having passed left only victory in its wake. It was unquestionably our finest.

Lost Christmas

Why wait till Christmas time again is here?
Why spend those precious hours in hectic ways
Doing the things that you could do all year
And let the noise of whirl of festival days

Drawn out the angels' song? Why not take time
To lift the eyes to candles in the sky;
To walk some silent night, while carols chime,
And hear the hush of wings brush softly by?

Take time to meditate; to catch the spell
Of childish trust, that simple faith you knew
When love was everywhere, and all was well...
The gift you lost may now come back to you.
Seek not for Christmas in the busy mart
But cradled somewhere in a trusting heart.

-Rachel Van Creme
Source unknown
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We may excuse ourselves for the lack of a personal mission by pleading we don’t know what to say. But a doomed man in a burning building knows what to shout to others in the building.

**A Missionary or a Mission Field?**

For as the human body apart from the spirit is lifeless, so faith apart from works of obedience is also dead” (James 2:26, Amp. N.T.).

For Demas has deserted me for love of his present world, and has gone to Thessalonica” (2 Tim. 4:10, Amp. N.T.).

Every Christian is either a missionary, or a mission field. Many would like to live in the half-zone exposure of a little spiritual passion and a little spiritual drag. But Christians cannot, in the light of their Lord’s two final commands to “go,” and to “tarry.” As faith is dead without works so a missionless Christian has become a mission field.

The Church was born in the fire of evangelism, and it cannot stand the smoke of passionless, missionless religion. Jesus said: “Unless a grain of wheat falls into the ground and dies, it remains by itself alone” (John 12:24, Amp. N.T.). Something of us needs always to be dying for lost souls.

We may excuse ourselves with the thought that a minority religion, such as today’s Christianity, doesn’t count much in influence. But history is punctuated with great causes that succeeded only by the skin of the teeth. One example is that of Patrick Henry’s resolution in the Virginia House, defying the hated Stamp Act. It passed by the margin of one single vote. And how could we forget that New Testament Christianity was but a “drop” in the Roman Empire’s “bucket”?

The choice before believers today is the same as before the Early Church—demonstration or desertion. Chief among the disciples who chose the latter is Demas. Something happened within Demas, and his actions externally reflected the crumbling of his inner defences. We can only guess at the details—but in that educated guess, we gain much spiritual instruction.

I. THE DECLINE OF EVANGELISTIC PASSION

Somewhere along the way in far-ranging travels with the Church’s great missionary-apostle, Demas allowed the sentinel fires of evangelism to die down.

This reflects itself in the loss of evangelistic imperatives. The haunting drive, created by the awareness of souls without Christ, being eternally lost, is blunted.

Next it is reflected in the cooling of evangelistic fervency. Church members become a little disturbed about an unusual stir at the altar. We begin to be enamored by the progressive and educative factors of the gospel.

Finally, we begin to note the emptiness of evangelistic priority. The church begins to multiply its ministries, providing for everything from the cradle to the grave, until its priority in winning souls from hell is second-rated. Priestly duties begin to override the prophetic proclamation of the pulpit. We begin to find it easier to “walk around on the other side” as did the priest in the parable of the Good Samaritan.

Vance Havner defines this in his colorful way: “I think preachers are getting lost in a multitude of smaller duties. The preacher has a peculiar place in the economy of God. He is in danger of becoming so involved with secondary affairs that he loses his prophetic gift. The devil doesn’t care how great a success a preacher is in any other field, if he can just kill the prophet in him.”

II. THE DESELECTION OF EVANGELISTIC MISSION

Not alone is decline of passion for souls the bane of preachers, but it is a deadly poison that harms the spiritual heart of the body of Christ in general. And from decline there is but a slippery step to desertion. Somehow, for Demas, it became easier to go to Thessalonica than to stay at Rome and face the ridicule and persecution that association with St. Paul was bringing.

Perhaps, Demas began to feel that Paul wasn’t as intellectually stimulating as the Gnostic heretics he was fighting. These philosophic eclectics were so sure of themselves, and they certainly had plenty of “racy” speculation to attract interest. They specialized in the dualism between matter and spirit, and it was so simple to believe that all matter was evil and all spirit good. This ought to teach us something in our day. When we begin to preach petty notions, and to major on minors, we have scuttled our mission.

Going to some favored “Thessalonica,” however attractive it may be evangelistically, when that isn’t God’s will for us, is desertion and defection from our mission. St. Paul must have felt some frustration on his second missionary journey, when he was forbidden by the Holy Spirit on two different occasions to preach the Gospel in places that were evidently upon his planned itinerary for evangelism. Surely there were no more needy places than the province of Asia and Bithynia, but apparently God wanted Paul and his party in Tarsus.

When we put self-interests and worldly care above invasion of the world with a rugged Gospel, we have deserted Christ. Separation from the spirit of the world is required for evangelism.

**Conclusion**

Christians without consuming evangelistic mission are sentinels asleep at their post.

Alas for poor Demas, who has been the text of a thousand sermons. We cannot know whether he awakened or not. But we can profit from his example.

We must maintain our priority of love centered in Jesus, not this pres-
ent world. We must not allow our evangelistic passion and sense of mission to cool or decline. We must do what Paul counseled young Timothy: "Stir up the gift of God that is in thee."

This is the metaphor of the sentinel on duty in the night hours, pausing periodically to rake the coals of his sentry fire, and throwing on a few sticks of wood.

Or it is the metaphor of the shepherd watching his sheep through the night, and in the chilling night hours stirring afresh the fire and rekindling the blaze with fresh fuel.

Whichever the metaphor you choose, the truth remains the same. Love feeds whatever fires it. What drives you to perpetuate spiritual life? Love of this present world, or love for Jesus Christ?

Love also is particularly careful to keep itself rekindled. The master passion of our Lord was: "I must work the works of him who sent me." That demonstrates a mission that reaches beyond this present world.

How does your personal translation of the mission of the Church measure up?

We may excuse ourselves for the lack of a personal mission with the familiar cry, "I don't know what to say." But a doomed man in a burning building knows what to shout to the other doomed men in the building.

A missionless Christian has become a mission field.

### IDEA SPARKS

**BY ASA H. SPARKS**

Pastor, Church of the Nazarene, Vandalia, Ohio

**Stewardship**

1. Perhaps the answer for you is to prepare a budget for next year, listing your anticipated expenses. From this figure how much you will need per Sunday on a base; then each month add in special needs such as revivals, Thanksgiving offering, etc. This gives a fairly accurate figure. Publicize the results.

2. For your next raise, ask the board to help you by giving a raise in the areas where it really counts. These are called the tax-free benefits. Those you may have overlooked include car allowance, furniture allowance, books, office supplies, and entertainment. The congregation may pay for your health and life insurance, social security taxes, and pension contribution. Every dollar paid in this way equals $1.20 in cash salary— or more.

3. Have you begun the Stewardship Honor Roll? List in the bulletin the names of all those who have agreed to tithe for the coming year.

4. Your church has had building funds before, so why don’t you call it the “progress fund,” or the “development fund”? For tracts, bulletin covers, and programs on other stewardship materials, try the Nazarene Publishing House.

5. Send a “Take-Your-Choice Letter” with three possible paragraphs. One of thanks for good stewardship, one for fair stewardship, and one for no giving. This should be sent with your quarterly giving receipt.

6. We do not make a big push in most churches for an offering at Christmas time. If you are not following a special Christmas offering program for your denomination, you may like to make a gift list for the church— small items that people could buy for their church at Christmas.

**The Preacher’s Magazine**
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### General Superintendent Lewis

MY CALL to preach was very real. There is no doubt in my mind but that it was from God. It was a great compulsion which stayed with me, overshadowing my life. It had a great bearing on my decisions. It pursued and possessed me. It was pleasant, though domineering. It was warm and had a glow about it. I felt good in contemplating doing it. I had the assurance that God was “in it” with me. I knew He woul be my Ally in whatsoever I must do to answer that call. Together we would win.

I had a sense of awe in the fact that He had chosen me. I sensed it was big, lifelong, and important. These impressions, convictions, and certainties were all wrapped up in my call to preach. I realize now that they furnished the dynamic that drove me to secure an education and spend years in preparation for my task. Furthermore, they did not lessen in intensity. They were and are part of “the call.” It must ever be so for us all.

In the church we believe in a divinely called ministry. Our men are "marked men." You are the "set apart" ones. You have an awesome assignment. The Manual says, "The perpetuity and the efficiency of the Church of the Nazarene depend largely upon the spiritual qualifications, the character, and the manner of life of its ministers" (page 219, paragraph 401). Here is the admission that the church rests its present and future in the hands of you God-called men. What a tremendous burden is placed upon us by God and the church.

Let us look to our call. Let us allow it to rush through us again in memory and in reality. Its fresh strength will do us good. The call—the great call that changed and trans-
formed our lives—is with us today. It still changes and transforms us. It motivated us greatly when it was new, and its power is still ready to propel us into great, inspired, fervent ministry. Don’t allow its beauty to fade. Don’t let its voice grow weak and its light become dim. It is the whole reason we are here in our pulpits and out among our people.

The call to preach, brethren—the call God gave to men in the Bible—came to us, and we joined them in obeying God! It is our obedience to that call that keeps us able and willing to preach the whole truth without fear or favor, for it is to God we answer in the last day. We are His servants. We are the shepherds of His flock. We are the voice of eternity calling. We point the way. We set proper value guides for people. We condemn sin. We proclaim righteousness. We are forever answering the call to preach. It is God’s voice we listen for in commendation. We receive our recompense from Him. He walks with us and gives us strength, counsel, and peace.

Yes, the call is strong and clear even today. All through these years it has remained constant and mighty. It is divine and will last as long as our lives, and it is well that this is so.

CHURCH SCHOOLS

"Monday Night is Family Night"

(A denomination-wide plan for family togetherness and enrichment at home one night a week)

How may pastors implement this emphasis in the local-church?

1. See suggestions and plan for this spiritual emphasis in your Pastor's Handbook and the four quarterly issues of the Family Guide.
2. Present the plan to and get consent of church board.
   - Elect CFL committee of at least six persons.
   - Elect CFL committee chairman.
   - Elect CFL publicity chairman.
4. Plan early for the Starting Point Commitment Service for Family Altar Sunday, first Sunday of January (or a dinner meeting to fit your calendar).
5. Encourage church-wide participation.

For further information write:

John B. Nielson
General Director
Christian Family Life
6401 The Paseo
Kansas City, Mo. 64131
PASTOR, you have every right to rejoice! “Hitherto hath the Lord helped us” in our missions endeavors. You have played a vital role in making our glorious history over the past six decades. Glance at the progress in giving through the MEMORIAL ROLL listed below, and I know your heart like mine will sing praises unto the Lord. We cannot retreat! But may we remember the words of Mrs. Gordon Olsen when she said, “The task ahead is never as great as the Power behind us.”

The total amount raised for medical and retirement needs in 1974 was $247,095.26. Of that amount, $113,966.78 came through MEMORIAL ROLL giving.

We now stand on the threshold of our seventh decade. May our work for missions continue to evoke PRAISE and THANKS for what GOD is doing through us.

REJOICE, PASTOR, and PRAISE THE LORD this glorious season for these wonderful accomplishments.

Have you noticed the many interesting items your Publishing House carries in the 1976 “Master Buying Guide” that are appropriate as year-round GIFTS?

PASTOR: Suggest that your lay people* order from their Publishing House too.

*Personal copies sent FREE upon request.

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE • Post Office Box 527, Kansas City, Missouri 64141
## APPROVED SPECIALS

10% Giving

The following Approved Special list appeared in the Other Sheep, March, 1974.

### AFRICA:
- Model for Hospital ........................................ $165
- Four Oxen, Eastern Transvaal ............................... 125
- Girls’ School in Eastern Transvaal ...................... 500

### ARGENTINA:
- Printing Press ........................................... 200
- Support for Needy Bible Students, Scholarships $90 .. 450

### BRITISH WEST INDIES:
- Chapel on Barbados ................................... 200

### GUATEMALA:
- Coban Church Building ................................. 1,000

### CHINA:
- Two Motorcycles ...................................... 350
- One Cash Register for Hospital .................. 150
- Five Bible School Scholarships .............. 100
- 20 Chapels, $15 each ...................... 300

### INDIA:
- Translation of Manual ................................ 150

### SOUTHWEST MEXICAN DISTRICT:
- Chapel, San Antonio ................................ 150
- Chapel, San Antonio ................................ 100
- Chapel, Juarez .................................. 50
- Chapels, Lower California .................. 200
- Support for Mission in Monterrey .............. 300

### PERU:
- Chapel at Chota .................................. 500

### MEXICO:
- Four Bible School Training Scholarships, $90 each ....................................................... 360

---

In 1974 Nazarenes contributed $906,655.51 for World Missions Approved Specials. One hundred percent of these funds were sent to the fields for their intended use. For a list of Approved Special projects for 1976, write or call:

JAMES HUDSON
6401 The Paseo
Kansas City, Mo. 64131
(816) 333-7000

---

## ORDER COUPON

Yes, we would like to take advantage of this new Radio Spots reel.

R-5002  Only $5.00

**SEND TO:**

Street  
City  
State/Province  
Zip  

**CHECK or MONEY ORDER Enclosed $**

**CHARGE (30-day TO):**

- Church (other) Account  
- Church location (city) (state/province)  
- Church name  

**MAIL TO:**

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE • P.O. Box 527, Kansas City, Missouri 64141
As our thoughts turn to another Christmas season, it is our hope that every local church will remember the evangelists who served them this year. Your gifts to those who have answered the call of God to full-time evangelism will be a blessing to them and their families during this period when their income is relatively curtailed. Be sure to consult your church board about the Department's CHRISTMAS LETTER.
WILL IT REALLY DO WHAT YOU EXPECT IT TO?

Only if it's carefully prepared and up to date. A well-planned will can save your heirs unnecessary taxes and probate costs. And it's one way you can continue to support the Christian work you're devoting yourself to now. Make sure your wishes will be carried out. Send for this helpful free booklet today...

Take a wise look ahead

Rev. Crew:
Please send me without charge or obligation a copy of "Giving Through Your Will."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State:</td>
<td>Zip:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Nezzle Gifts & Bequests)
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
6401 'The Paseo'
Kansas City, Mo
64131

Scripture Text
Memo Moderne
(Point Men)

IN THE SPIRIT OF '76

1976 RELIGIOUS ART CALENDARS

Designed to fit the decor of today's homes

* Beautiful, Full-color Religious Reproductions
* For Noting Personal and Family Activities
* Inspirational Thoughts and Scriptures for Daily Living

1976 Scripture Text. Traditional in thousands of homes across the country. Contemporary in style with space for daily memories. Includes beautiful full-color reproductions PLUS all the other outstanding features that have made this so popular the last five years. 9½ x 16½" A lasting remembrance for your neighbors; ideal for teachers of adult classes to give their members.

U-276 $9.00; 3 for $24.00; 12 for $8.40
1976 Memo Moderne. The economy edition in a delightful miniature size. Twelve pastel panels provide a distinctive setting for the full-color religious art. The calendar itself is designed for noting daily events. Includes daily scripture verses and biblical references to pictures. Spiral-bound, 6 x 13½". A meaningful friendship gift offering spiritual enrichment 366 days of the year.

U-176 $7.00; 3 for $18.00; 12 for $6.60
1976 Point Men. Features 12 (plus cover) original paintings of Bible scenes. On opposite pages monthly calendars are designed with inspirational thoughts, scripture references, and ample write-in space for appointments. Back cover is for listing special events and phone numbers. Spiral binding allows pages to lie flat or be turned under. Punched, should hanging be preferred. 9½ x 16½" (open). Ideal for the homemaker, business person, and anyone else with a busy schedule.

U-326 $1.00; 3 for $2.70; 12 for $9.60

Order in Quantity and SAVE

ACT NOW! NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
Post Office Box 527, Kansas City, Missouri 64141
THE YEAR OF THE NEW CHURCH 1976

DENOMINATION-WIDE STUDY
February—March, 1976

IN HIS LIKENESS
Unit 115.3a, Studies in Holiness

See Registration and Order Blank on page 16N

CHRISTIAN SERVICE TRAINING
6401 The Paseo
Kansas City, Mo. 64131
Will the Perfect Parent Stand Up
(The Minister’s Wife and Her Childre

We all started out to be the perfect parent. Perfect parents ought to produce perfect children. We have all the answers until Junior breaks the sound barrier, and every month we get a little quieter, a little less verbal, and much more humble. Not only do we want to raise Junior for the Lord, but we have the basic yearning to “produce after our kind.”

The old adage, “Hindsight is better than foresight,” is certainly true. It takes a heap of growing not to buck under the pressure of consciously or unconsciously trying to make Junior the model of perfection to the satisfaction and approval of our parishioners.

How do we cause the child raised in a minister’s home to feel like he’s in a normal home? How does he face the usual P.K. image among his peers? Does he ever find God for himself? Does he become a carbon copy of his parents, his church examples, or become a hero-worshipper of some Christian athlete? In search for his own identity, does he shut it all and look “outside” where it seems to be happening?

We wore James 1:5 rather threadbare, “If any man lack wisdom, let him ask of God.” The teen years were especially stimulating to our faith. If Mom and Dad can agree perfectly on the decisions made, it’s a big help. We couldn’t always manage to do that. I was a stronger disciplinarian than my husband. I was more nit-picky about unimportant things. He reserved his strong judgments for moral issues. I learned through trial and error that his judgments were usually best. As the head of the home he had a more direct line in his chain of command—which I learned (very slowly) to respect. God’s chain of command is for a husband to rule his house, love his wife, and be a woman to submit to his leadership. When a wife submits to it, a husband must take it. In fact, he must take it anyway. As a Christian, she’ll come under, or wreck her home, her husband’s self-image, and her own nerves.

The most important thing at any age is to keep the communication lines open. Our daughter thought it was in the Bible that you had to tell your mother everything. I never told her differently. By the time she found out for herself it wasn’t, she had already formed the habit. Our son had a great communication with his dad, and although there were some things withheld, I was always grateful that he stretched his six-foot frame across the end of our bed every night when he came in and gave us accounts of the evening (in part).

Both of the children were saved when very young, at home. Jesus Christ was very natural at our house.
My husband kept late hours calling. He usually gave the whole family accounts of miracles—for which the children learned to rejoice with us. We didn’t have heavy, long devotional times. I kept a notebook of favorite scriptures and we learned one verse each morning at breakfast. We memorized and applied it to some situation they were having at school. Sometimes we were on one verse for three or four days. I asked them how it worked for them when they came home. They learned to depend on scripture for every occasion. When they found a new situation they asked me if I had a scripture for it.

Being saved young didn’t make them saints. We spilled plenty of tears, stretched every promise, and prayed again and again that the “principle might be formed within.” Our son traces his doing real business with God to his senior year.

I wish I could say it was something I had done. I obeyed their devotion today. I am very humbled, and both my husband and I walk softly, giving praise to God, for to Him and Him alone do we owe this debt.

Many ministers struggle with the guilt of leaving their children so much, or are under a false sense of obligation to never leave them. I think we were the other extreme. God dealt with us when they were babies—that we were to give them back to Him and live with a sense of detachment. This evoked some criticism, but God proved: His faithfulness. What He asked of us may not be what He asks of another.

Our son was teaching a class of young adults recently when someone asked, “What was it like growing up in your home?” He said, “It was a sacrifice all the way, and I’m part of the sacrifice—and I’m glad of it. I never knew it was sacrifice until I was older. If I had seen an image of self-pity instead of joy, it would have turned me off.”

I believe it’s not the quantity of time spent with your children, but the quality that counts. Do they feel rushed in your presence or do they feel they’re the most important person in the world at that moment?

Our visitation pastor wakes his two boys early and jogs with them. Then they go out for breakfast together. He sees very little of them until the weekend, but the times together are very special. A teacher asked his sixth-grade boy, among the others in the class, “What one thing would hurt you more than anything else in the world?” Most every child in the room said, “For my parents to split up.” His son said, “For my dad to quit the ministry.”

This impressed the teacher so much she called his father. Someone is making a very good imprint of Jesus Christ.

One of the common signs of parents is to withhold approval when the child fails to come through properly. Withholding approval from a child because he isn’t satisfying you is like refusing to shine a light into a dark room because it’s too dark. To withhold approval is to short-circuit the flow of love into a child’s life and deprive him of the opportunity to be inspired and restored to the fold of love and acceptance once more. Approval is like unleashing an atom.

In one session one day, a mother complained that her boy was impossible. After listening for some time, the counselor finally said, “Does he do anything well?”

“Oh, yes, he can make boats.”

“Then start with boats,” she was admonished.

Willing to give it a try, she waded through the disaster area called his room to the beginning of a new boat creation. She watched for a while and began to tell him he must be a genius. Day after day she waded to the boat tinkerer to see the genius at work. One day he hung up his shirt. She said, “Thanks, Son, that’s nice of you.”

In a short while the boy was sitting beside her in church.

Take care that you don’t try to make your child a carbon copy of yourself. He may know God a lot better if he has your element of trust in his decisions even though they may conflict with things which are considered “convictions” to you.

Last year 1,000 ministers dropped from the rolls of one denomination. One major cause was children gone astray. Mothers’ nerves couldn’t cope with the stress of a wayward child. No human being has all the answers, but there’s always some place to start. You can find something to approve of in your child to close that communication gap. Maybe you can start with “boats.”

Approval is the shot that brings the full power of love to bear upon any life. There is no stronger weapon than love. Don’t withhold approval.

Faith in ACTION

Some of the Pastor’s Mail at Christmastime—

By Edwin Alexander

The writer of the following letter is a young mother of two small children. She began attending First Church when her husband was sent to Korea. Upon her husband’s return, she abruptly asked for a divorce. With her husband in Florida, no resources, two small children to care for, she learned to look up the church helped. She prayed for a house to rent. The miracle occurred. She prayed for a job. The miracle occurred. She helped in Sunday school, and is a real booster of bus evangelism.

DEAR PASTOR:

The Lord has led me into the radiant company of His people. Praise the Lord. The Lord has given me the fellowship of others on the selfsame journey to find Him. He has given me a spiritual family. He has given me sisters in the closest sense of the word. He has given me brothers.

We worship together, work together, pray together, and are as richly rewarded in the praying as those we pray for. I can worship the Lord alone. I can pray alone. I can know Him fully and completely in total solitude. And this is good. For most of our lives we are alone. Despite the presence of many people, we are alone.

But to pray and worship the Lord with others who earnestly, honestly, seek Him is to add new dimensions of strength and joy.

Praise the Lord for His gift of fellowship and friendship, for the miracles of work and happiness and healing that Bright stars and change the course of lives when people come together who truly love the Lord.

Thank you, Connie.

*Pastor, First Wesleyan Church, Topeka, Kans.
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The Baby Nobody Wanted

By William J. Turner

There it was! Front page news! “Baby Found in Dryer in Laundromat”; and right on the back of another similar article which stated, “Body of newborn baby found in plastic bag.” The one was found in the laundromat of a small college town in southeastern Pennsylvania, the other in the great city of brotherly love—Philadelphia.

Every day there are similar articles of deserted children, abortions, of children put up for adoption before they are born. All of them say the same thing: “The baby nobody wanted.”

But this is not new. Long ago there was another Baby nobody wanted, “He came unto his own, and his own received him not.” His mother was appointed by God the Father, the news was announced by an angel from heaven, but when He was born, nobody wanted Him.

...was in the lobby of the local hospital when the baby was found in the laundromat, and there was a clamor for that little one. Nurses were saying that one of the staff doctors was going to claim him, a receptionist at the desk said, “I’d take him,” and an aged cleaning lady working in the lobby remarked, “Well, he’ll have a home if I have to take him.” Many pitied that little child.

But how sad for the Baby born in the lowly stall. There were no doctors to receive him, no nurses, no pretty blue nursery, no booties for His little feet. He came to His own, but His own received Him not.

Matthew records that Joseph, “being a just man, and not willing to make her a publick example, was minded to put her away privately.” We exclaim in horror, “What a father who would not accept his child! But there are many fathers today who do not want this Child either. Perhaps Joseph did not understand. He and Mary were only engaged; he did not understand the miracle workings of God. We could find excuse for Joseph, but what of those fathers today with no time for Jesus, no day for worship, no moments of prayer, and no watching with the Master. Jesus still seeks for those fathers today who will receive Him.

Matthew records another who did not want this Baby. “And being warned in a dream that they should not return to Herod, they departed into their own country another way” (2:12). He was unwanted by the government. We may condemn Herod for wanting to destroy this Child of God, but what have we done with Him today? One songwriter put it so well when he said, “He is more than just a swap word.” It seems so peculiar that on His birthday we have parties where liquor flows, where His name is reviled, where He is not remembered at all. Our courts of justice give freedom, liberty, and justice for all, we say; but we cannot use our public office buildings to proclaim the gospel. Schools cannot be used for revival services. We cannot offer His name above every name. How sad that the government does not want this Baby.

Still another group rejected this Baby. Matthew writes, “Herod, when he had privily called the wise men, enquired of them diligently what time the star appeared” (2:7). These wise men had asked, “Where is he that is born King of the Jews?” They did not know.

Wise men today do not know Jesus. We build mighty computers, send men to the moon, launch mighty rockets and propel them miles away, yet we know so little of Jesus, the Son of God. Even so-called religious leaders often know little of him. We pray His prayer, but do not know Him as Saviour. We pray “lead us not into temptation,” and rush headlong into our selfish ways.

The Baby wants is not found in a plastic bag, nor in a laundromat, but in churches, rituals, ceremonies.

He came unto His own, but His own did not receive Him! How sad for Him! No, how sad for them, and for us.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

PASTOR’S CHRISTMAS PRAYER

Lord, we open our treasures and our gifts. Some of it is gold, and some is frankincense, and some is myrrh. For some has come from plenty; some from joy; and some from deepest sorrow of the soul. But Thou, O God, dost know the gift of love, our pledge of peace, our promise of goodwill. Accept the gift and all the life we bring. Help us to have home, children, parents, husband, wife centered around the Christ of peace. Help us not to stray from the meaning of this season, nor from Your will for us throughout our life. Amen.

—DERL KEEFER
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DEAR DR. McGRAW:

Last year as we were searching for our Christmas program, Rev. Oval Stone, our pastor, showed me the Preacher’s Magazine with the Christmas Tree Choir from Thomas Road Baptist Church.”

The men of our church started immediately to make one. The local newspaper heard about it and sent a photographer and gave us front-page coverage. Enclosed is a picture.

With the tree we used a program written by Flora Hunton and one of our local women.

—DORIS SANFORD

December issue, 1973
The Spies' Case

In Num. 13:27-33 we have the account of the spies after their visit to the land of giants. I share this outline from the account in The Living Bible:

1. ATTESTING TO GOD'S POSSIBILITIES. “We arrived in the land you sent us to see, and it is indeed a magnificent country—a land "flowing with milk and honey." Here is some fruit we have brought as proof...” But Caleb reassured the people as they stood before Moses. “Let us go up at once and possess it, for we are able to conquer it!” (v. 27, 30). See also verses 23-24 for support verses.

2. A TEST OF MAN'S FAITH. “But the people living there are powerful, and their cities are fortified and very large; and what's more, we saw Anakim giants there!” (v. 28). Also see verses 31-32.

Some interesting phrases stand out in the New American Standard Bible: “We saw...we are not able to go up against the people...they are too strong for us...all the people whom we saw in it are men of great size...we became like grasshoppers in our own sight.”

How revealing the results—and faith—when men calculate on the basis of themselves and their power.

3. A TESTIMONY REMEMBERED. Caleb's testimony (v. 30) to be sure, but more: “It is a wonderful country ahead, and the Lord loves us. He will bring us safely into the land and give it to us. It is very fertile, a land "flowing with milk and honey"! Oh, do not rebel against the Lord, and do not fear the people of the land. For they are but bread for us to eat! The Lord is with us and he has removed his protection from them! Don't be afraid of them!” (14:7-9, The Living Bible).

And this story moves ahead on the possibilities of God—when they are explored and experienced.

The Word—for the Lord

Our Lord's use of, and reliance on, the Scriptures is most gratifying. We cannot miss the lesson: If the Son of God needed the Word, how much more do we!

In the temptation experience we see how Jesus used the Word in the hour of severe test.

1. The Word—strengthening. “I, it is written in the Scriptures, "Other things in life are much more important than bread"” (Luke 4:4, TLB).

2. The Word—speaking. In verse 4 it was speaking to Jesus about mission, a cause, a purpose. Verse 8 speaks of service and worship: “We must worship God, and him alone. So it is written in the Scriptures” (TLB).

3. The Word—shepherding. The phrase, “It is written in the Scriptures,” conveys this thought. And verse 12 alludes to it: “Do not put the Lord your God to a foolish test” (TLB).

Psalm 23:1, “The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want,” and Paul's thoughts in I Cor. 10:13 would add support.

Inner Simplicity

Here's a “starting point” from Charles Lindbergh: “It was not the grandeur of the Romans, but the inner simplicity of the Christians that lived through the ages.”

And it was the inner strength and simplicity of the Early Christians that persuaded their fellowmen of the deep reality in the Christ-cause.

A Final Word

Here's a closing word for this month.

It's from Ian Maclaren, the great Scottish pastor. He said: “Remember, pastors, there are burdened hearts in every congregation.”

And R. Earl Allen has added this potent thought to Maclaren's words: "Many hearts share their burdens, but often heavier griefs are hidden. There are secret troubles, and tears are shed where no eye but God's sees them fall.” (R. Earl Allen, Divine Dividends, Thomas Nelson, Inc., 1974, p. 371):

In the Study

Looking at Our Lord in Luke

December 7

THE DEEP DEVOTION OF WOMEN (23:55-56)


INTRODUCTION: One of the earliest pictures in Luke's Gospel is of a young woman who was willing to accept the shame and reproach of being the virgin mother of the Messiah. Throughout the Gospel, women play a significant role in Jesus' public ministry, watching out for His material needs. We read of Mary Magdalene "and Joanna the wife of Chuza Herod's steward, and Susanna, and many others, which ministered unto him of their substance" (8:2-3). It appears that these women were the last at the Cross and the first at the garden tomb on Sunday morning.

By Ralph Earle

Professor of New Testament
McGill University
Calgary, Alberta, Can.

The deep devotion of women to Christ has always been a striking feature of church life. In thousands of instances they have outshone the men in their dedication and their sacrificial service. This has been especially true in the mission fields, where women have often far outnumbered the men. But it has also been true in many local churches. Thank God for the women!

I. FOLLOWING HIM TO CALVARY (23:27-29)

In the King James Version of verse 27 the "which" might seem to refer back to "the great-company of people." But in the Greek the "which" is feminine, indicating unmistakably that it refers only to the women. They were the ones who "bewailed and lamented him."

These two verbs are strong terms in the original. "Bewailed" is literally "were beating the breast" in agonizing sorrow. "Lamented" suggests that they were wailing aloud as they followed to the cross. A woman's deep love can evoke strong emotions.

II. WATCHING FROM A DISTANCE (v. 49)

The women didn't dare to mingle with the men at the foot of the cross. That would not be allowed in the culture of the day. They had to stand at a distance. But they stayed and watched the agonizing
scene of suffering being enacted on the Cross. Love held them there and they couldn’t leave.

III. OBSERVING HIS BURIAL (vv. 55-56)
The disciples fade out of the picture after Jesus’ death, and we do not meet them again until the women looked them up on Sunday morning and reported to them (24:3). In striking contrast to this, the women stayed by and sought to show their love and devotion.

First we are told that the women who had followed Jesus from Galilee watched where He was buried. The men disciples assumed that when He died it was all over, and so they left. Not so the women. Love held them there.

As soon as the burial was ended, the women hurried off to the market to purchase “spices and ointments” with which they might anoint the body of Jesus as a last act of devotion.

But soon the sun set and they “rested the Sabbath day according to the commandment” (v. 66). The Jewish Sabbath lasted from sunset Friday to sunset Saturday.

Mark 16:1 tells us that “when the Sabbath was past, Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James, and Salome, had bought sweet spices that they might come and anoint him.” Evidently they had not had sufficient time late Friday afternoon before the sabbath began, so that they had to complete their purchases Saturday evening after the sabbath ended at sunset. But the approaching darkness evidently made their getting to the tomb until the next morning.

IV. COMING TO THE EMPTY TOMB (24:1-10)
Late at the cross, the women were first at the tomb. This shows their depth of devotion. What were the men doing? Where was Peter, who had expressed such deathless devotion to his Master? We don’t know just where they were. But we know where they weren’t; they were not at the empty tomb. It was only after the women called them that the men came (v. 12).

It is still true today that women are often willing to sacrifice more than men in showing their love for Christ. Who has not observed this?

“...we should honor our devoted women and appreciate them. And as men we should not shrink our part of the task nor fail to show our devotion to our Lord.”

December 14
BLIND TO HIS PRESENCE (24:15-16)

Introduction: It was a dark hour for the disciples of Jesus. They had seen Him die on the Cross. And with that, all their hopes and dreams were dashed into the ground, buried with the dead body of Jesus.

But He was alive! The sad thing was that they failed to recognize Him at first when He joined them. But isn’t that sometimes true of us?

I. SAD HEARTS (v. 17)
Two disciples were walking that Sunday afternoon from Jerusalem to Emmaus, a distance of about seven miles. As they talked together about what had happened in Jerusalem that weekend, their hearts were heavy and their faces and hearts seemed possible. The previous Sunday they had joined the triumphal entry, following in that procession of believers who shouted “ Hosanna!”

But now it was all over. The one they had thought was the Messiah, who would deliver them from Roman rule, was now in the grave, executed by the Roman governor. The whole sky had fallen! Their hope was all gone. No wonder they were sad.

II. SLOW HEARTS (v. 25)
Jesus had joined them on the road, but they did not recognize Him. Their hearts were so heavy, their eyes so downcast, that they did not really see who He was. When He asked them why they were so sad, they told Him the whole sorrowful tale. They even reported the empty tomb. They even reported the empty tomb, but saw no significance in it.

Jesus chided them for being “slow of heart to believe all that the prophets have spoken” (v. 25). He reminded them that the Messiah was supposed to suffer (v. 26). Then He began with “Moses” (the first five books of the Bible) and went on through all the prophets, pointing out and expounding the messianic passages (v. 27). What a treat it would have been to hear that conversation! But the Holy Spirit can help us to understand these very Scriptures today.

III. SAVING HEARTS (v. 31)
As they neared Emmaus, where the two disciples lived, “Jesus acted as if He were going farther” (v. 28, NIV). But they urged Him strongly to spend the night with them, as it was getting late, and He agreed to stay.

Then it happened! At the table, as He blessed the bread, broke it, and began to give them some of it, suddenly their eyes were opened and they recognized Him. Then He disappeared. They recalled how their hearts had burned within as He talked with them on the road and opened the Scriptures to them.

IV. SHARING HEARTS (v. 33)
There was only one thing to do now. They must hurry back to Jerusalem and tell the sorrowing disciples that Jesus had indeed risen. The news was too good to keep. So, in spite of their weariness from the long walk, they hurried the seven miles back to the city and shared the good news with the others. And we, too, have the Good News about the Risen Redeemer that we must share.

December 21
THE REALITY OF HIS PRESENCE (24:36)
Scripture: Luke 24:36-43

Introduction: The presence of Christ may be more real to us than we think. We want to make himself real to everyone of His own. His presence can become more real to us than even that of our closest loved ones. Not that it is always so in consciousness, but it can be at times.

I. HIS PRESENCE MEANS PEACE (v. 38)
The Emmaus disciples found “the eleven” (v. 39)—with Jude Iscarit gone—meeting in an upper room in Jerusalem. Before they could say a word about what had happened on the road, the apostles exclaimed to them: “The Lord is risen indeed; and hath appeared to Simon” (v. 38). From the New International Version, copyright © 1973 by the New York Bible Society International. Used by permission.
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34. With loving thoughtfulness Jesus had appeared on Resurrection Day to Peter, to comfort His brokenhearted disciple.

Suddenly Jesus stood in their midst and said to them, “Peace be unto you” (v. 36). It was the old, familiar greeting, in the familiar tone of voice.

II. HIS PRESENCE MEANS COMFORT (v. 38)
In spite of the testimony of Peter and the Emmaus pair, the disciples were startled and frightened; they thought they were looking at a ghost. But Jesus said, “Why are ye troubled?” Then He showed them His nail-pierced hands and feet (v. 39; cf. John 20:25). Though they could still hardly believe, they were overjoyed at the reality of His presence.

III. HIS PRESENCE MEANS ASSURANCE (v. 43)
To prove beyond doubt that He was not a ghost, but real flesh and bones, Jesus asked for something to eat. When they saw Him devouring the food, they could no longer doubt His bodily resurrection. The assurance was complete. Then Jesus did for them what He had done for the two on the road to Emmaus. He first said: “Everything must be fulfilled that is written about me in the Law of Moses, the Prophets, and the Psalms” (v. 44, NIV)—the three Jewish divisions of our Old Testament, the Hebrew Scriptures. “Then he opened their minds so they could understand the Scriptures” (v. 45). He showed them, too, that their Scriptures taught a suffering, resurrected Messiah.
God's Gift: Too Wonderful for Words

Text: “Thanks be unto God for his unspoken gift” (2 Cor. 9:15).

Introduction: If used at Christmas time, talk about the practice of giving gifts to those you love. Any other time, the background of Paul admonishing the church at Corinth on the love gift they had collected for the church in Macedonia would be appropriate. At the end of his message Paul got so blessed that he said, “Thanks be to God for His indescribable gift” (NIV), or “too wonderful for words” (TLB).

This gift was

I. THE GIFT OF LOVE THAT CAME DOWN CHRIST \(\text{John 3:16}\)

- B. The reason for the Gift—His love
- C. The object of the Gift—mankind
- D. The Gift—Jesus Christ, His only Son.

This gift became

II. THE GIVER OF LIFE WHO AROSE AT EASTER—making possible

A. Abundant life—now (John 10:10)
B. Eternal Life—forever (Rom. 8:23)

Conclusion: God gave sacrificially by giving us His Son, who in turn sacrificed His life so that you and I could have this Gift. Jesus Christ, alive in us. Truly we can exclaim with Paul, “Thanks be unto God for his unspoken gift.”

Gene Myers

***

Idea

CHRISTMAS CARD POST OFFICE

Our teens are sponsoring a very worthy project again this Christmas. In order to have money for their missionary Christmas offering, they are delivering Christmas cards personally for you to your friends who attend your church. If you wish to save even more money, you may send just one card to all the members and friends of the church. The teens will place it on the bulletin board in the foyer where everyone can see it. The teens will be the foyer beginning December 3 to receive your cards and donations.

DID YOU MYTH CHRISTMAS?

The red-suited myth stole away to his mythical home at the Pole. It was a quiet departure—no crowd such as his welcoming party three months ago. Perhaps he is now despised for the debts he caused. Maybe it is because his promises were as false as his beard.

While he was here, he was heralded as Somebody. He even had his picture (instead of Christ’s) on my bank calendar for December 26. He was the center of attraction in most shopping centers. Children had their pictures taken with him.

I suppose it wasn’t strange to most that to force belief in an impostor was so much easier than just ‘accepting the Foe.”

Well, he is gone—and if for you that was the spirit of Christmas, you mythed the whole thing!

Selected

Good News

A little boy in a Christmas program had but one sentence to say: “Behold, I bring you good tidings.” After the rehearsal he asked his mother what tiding, meant, and she told him it meant news.

When the program was put on, he was stagestruck and forgot his line. Finally the idea came back to him and he cried out, “Hey, I got news for you!”

Parents are people who bear infants, bore teen-agers, and board newlyweds.

Do not criticize unless you have made an effort to do the job better—and succeeded.

Persons hardest to convince they are of retirement age are children at bedtime.

The troops were being taught to jump from a plane.

“What if my parachute doesn’t open?” asked one rookie.

“That,” said the instructor, “is known as jumping to a conclusion.”
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loss of self—the rejection of self. In a civilization in which being is less valuable than having, many people start experiencing themselves as old when institutional arrangements such as retirement and Social Security place them outside the circle of those who primarily identify themselves with what they do, have, or can acquire.

LIGHT does not seem to be so well documented as the darkness. LIGHT does not seem to fit in the computers and tabulation machines of the profit-makers. For the fortunate minority, LIGHT is formed by hope, humor, and vision. When hope grows we see that we are not worth only what we achieve, but what we are, that while life might lose in use it might win in meaning. Humor is defined as knowledge with a soft smile. And vision is brought about by hope and humor. "Whoever has learned to live in the Light is no longer worried by the problem of whether the Light will still be there tomorrow."

And so, young and old embrace each other in the realization that, after all, old age is not the last segregation. It is revealed to us that ultimately we are not divided between young and old, but all united as children of the LIGHT (Eph. 5:8).

This very readable book is punctuated by photography illustrating picturesque concepts of aging in life. It concludes with the triumphant message that "the body of Jesus has become the sign of hope and new life for many who bear their aging lives in patience. The Son of Man grew into the fullness of the Son of God. He was the light that came into our darkness and revealed to us that the turning of the wheel is not a return to the cold ground, but one step forward in the history of salvation."

JOHN R. DAVIDSON

The sharpest mark of maturity is to recognize how much better it is to give than to receive. There are some persons who have lived several years without ever discovering this. There are many, alas, who will live out their lives and die without ever discovering it. But the Christian soon learns about it, because this is what his faith is all about. As a babe in Christ, he is quite excited about what God has "done for him" and how sweet it is to enjoy the "benefits" of salvation.

Then he begins to grow in grace, and he discovers the joy of giving as only agape love can compel a person to give. He sees this as the heart of the Christmas spirit (p. 1), and his secret for coping with his hurts and disappointments (p. 3). His greatest thrill is in watching his parishioners discover it (p. 19) as they continue in the stream of holiness (p. 12). Those of us here in the editorial office find these thoughts tend to make our labors joyful, sending our pages your way with something of ourselves in every line. Our prayer is that you may find, in receiving these molest, some small portion of blessing we have had in giving them. This is our way of saying, "Merry Christmas!"—and may these be good days for you and yours.

Yours for souls,

The Preacher's Magazine

COMING
next month

• Fifty Golden Years
Next month we celebrate our fiftieth anniversary. It was January, 1926, when Editor James B. Chapman put together the first issue of the Preacher's Magazine.

• The Prayer Life of the Pastor
E. E. Wordsworth contributed an article in the first issue, "and his pen still strikes the fire for Christ and holiness.

• Learning the Secret of Victory
Another early contributor, W. B. Walker, writes again for one of his favorite magazines.

• The Camp Meeting and the Mourners' Bench
A nostalgic look at early "Wesleyana" offers some interesting facts about holiness history.